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Part
to

difficulties

we
From

stand ourselves and others so often, but rather that

ever understand ourselves and others correctly.

we

our earliest childhood

completeness,

accept our words on trust.

is

always

a

is

we

pyramid may seem

ing, but for all that

executed

in

it

is

mind

philosophical problems?

true philosophy

is

carried out, the

now

vanish which

is

The world

if

we

To my

a constant katharsis of
this

our

process of purifica-

more completely

the clouds will

obscure Logic, Physiology, Meta-

How

physics and Ethics.
in the world,

affairs of

mischief must language produce,

words, and the more completely
tion

common

so in treating of the

could there be contradictions

ourselves had not produced them

?

and simple and right; we ourselves only derange and huddle and muddle it.
Hamann
said

many

itself is clear

years ago:

"Language

is

not only the foun-

dation of the whole faculty of thinking, but the central
point also from

which proceeds the misunderstanding of
There is, therefore, no help or hope
for philosophy except what may come from the science
of thought, founded as it is on the science of language.
I can only give a few illustrations, but every one will
be able to carry out the same experiment for himself.
How often do we hear it said " I am not a materialreason herself."

:

ist; still,

there

What

the

is

is

a great deal to be said for materialism."

meaning of

that?

It

simply means that

are playing with words, or rather that

ing with
If

we

words are play-

us.

we want

to

know what

materialism
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is

we must

much

as a

a very foolish

Every

pyramid.

Now

and ridiculous build-

represents a real primitive thought

word

represents a real

The

builders of

removed from us that in trying to interpret what they
meant by their pyramids or by their words we are apt
to go wrong.
But the very fact that we are able to tell

when our

wrong shows that we
when our interpretation is

interpretation has been

are competent also to judge

The etymological meaning of every word shows
which that word was framed, and

allows us an insight into the thoughts of those palaeozoic
people whose language we are still speaking at the present

how

moment. Moment is not a very ancient word, but
does it come to mean present time? A/omen turn

stands for movimentitm, and, being derived from moverc,
it

meant motion, and, applied

time.

"At

the present

to

time, the motion

moment " was

of

therefore intended

originally for " at this motion of time," or,

it

ma}' be,

" at this motion of the

shadow on the dial." But moment
had also another meaning.
It meant anything that
makes move, therefore weight, importance, value. Now
if we tried to derive the second meaning from the first,
we should go wrong; and we should at once be set
right by any one who knew that momentum in Latin
was used also for the weight which made the scales of
a balance move, which was therefore a matter of importance, something decisive, something momentous.
If, then, in the same manner we ask for the original
meaning of matter, we find that it comes to us through
French from Latin materies. Matcries in Latin meant
the solid
it

wood

of a tree, then timber for building;

had that meaning because

MA,

to

it

measure, to make.

called materies only

when

it

wood with which

had been measured and

From meaning
was built it came to mean
which something else had
If people made a wooden

a house

anything substantial out of
been shaped and fashioned.

and

was derived from the root
Wood became and was

properly shaped for building purposes.
the

* Copyright, 1S77, by

has been

far

us the intention with

that

The

in all its

it

It

cts.

the pyramids and the architects of our language are so

right.

if

at

best definition.

primitive thought executed in sound.

fill

how much more
when we deal with

word matter.

could get

stone, just as every

to

And

Single Copies, 15

are only laughing at ourselves.

We

life,

its

an historical fact as

and

them at random, and when we come to compare
exchange them, we are surprised if thev do not
always produce on others the same effect which they
produce on ourselves.

we

only

if

Three Dollars per Year.

the fashion to laugh at etymologies, but in laughing at

word

which visit us in the various spheres
of thought, whether scientific, historical, philosophical,
or religious, vanish as soon as we carefully examine the
words in which we think. Let us see clearly what we
have put into every word, its so-called intention, and let
us never try to take more out of it than we or others
have put into it. My wonder is, not that we misunderAll

study the meaning of the

all

etymologies

II.
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they distinguished between the material, the

idol,

When

and the form.

statues

wood

were made of metal or

i.

marble, these also were called the matter or material;

whenever the question came to be asked what
anything what, in fact, the whole world was made of,
the same word was used again and again, till it came to
mean what it means with us now, matter, as distinguished
from form. This matter, then, which may be wood, or
metal, or stone, or at last anything of which somethingelse is supposed to consist, is clearly beyond the reach of
and

at last,

—

—

The

the senses.

senses can never give us any informa-

tion about matter in general, because, as

may be

either

and such

wood, or

saw, matter

stone, or metal, or anything else,

protean thing escapes entirely the grasp of

a

We

the senses.

know

matter as a name only, not as
name which conveys exactly what
it, neither more nor less.

matter, but as a

we have

we

put into

name had been used by philosophers by

If that

pro-

might no doubt have differed about the
meaning of the word, but they would have felt

of feeling,

tunately, philosophy

own

cannot reserve a language for

Whatever terms philosophers

purposes.

enter into the general

defaced and recast

now

currency

in the

its

coin soon

they are clipped and

;

most perplexing way.

People

speak of decaying matter, and matters of impor-

"What

tance.

answer, "

is

the matter?" people say, and they

What,

tion.

we

does not matter."

It

the senses, for, as
that

nor

than

less

may

put into

what

matter escapes the grasp of our senses, so does
To speak of matter and substance as some-

thing existing by

itself

and presented

to the senses,

is

again mere mythologj-.
Mill evidently felt that substance
stantial

but a mere abstraction, that

is,

was nothing suba word; and he

therefore defined matter as the " permanent possibility of
sensation."

But

that

cannot say matter

is

is

a

mere playing with words.

We

we

stray

possibility, for in

doing so

from one category into another. We can only say matter is what renders sensation possible, or, more correctly
still,

matter

is

what can be perceived, provided

The important

possesses perceptible qualities.
in

Mill's definition of matter

is

the contrast

that

it

feature

which he

between matter and mind, the former being,
according to him, the permanent possibility of sensation,
establishes

*On

the Understanding, IV., 3; p. 420.

(Ed. London, 1S30.)

all

our rea-

mere

fallacy to say-

mean

a fallacy of

qualities— can never

its

Matter

fall

under

word and
neither more
a

is

own making, and it contains
we have put into it. But whatever we
this thought-word, we must not put into it

contradictory.

is

Now

I

ask,

not self-contradictory

is it

to define

first

matter as what can be perceived, in opposition to mind,

what

perceives, and then to turn round and say that

may

matter also

not only perceive, but think

?

Mill would not venture to say that thought

without perception, and therefore his
a fallacy to say that

was possible
argument that it is

matter cannot think seems to

contradiction in terms.

I

we

do not say that

me

a

could not

conceive thought to be annexed to any arrangements ot
material

On

particles.

the contrary,

I

should say that

our experience never shows us thought except as annexed

some arrangement

not, indeed,

if

substance.

suffer

quali-

mind or

explained before, matter, as such

I

matter without

is,

a

cannot

concept of our

to

which words

clear that in

is

it

He

the cognizance of the senses.

events

the injury

Logic, that

that matter cannot think.

we have

is

is

it

its

we ought to abide by this definishall we say to a declaration such as

then,

find in Mill's

by wear and
tear that true philosophers feel it all the more incumbent
on themselves to call in, from time to time, the most
important words to weigh and assay them once more,
and then to fix once for all the exact meaning which they
mean to attach to them. Locke* defined matter as an
extended solid substance.
doubt whether we gain
I
much by that definition, for substance comprises no more
than matter, while extended and solid means hardly
more than that matter exists in space and time. At all

Such

feel,

what by

opposition to

felt, in

sonings about matter

after all

But, unfor-

of perceiving.

define matter as

what can permanently

or

it.

e.,

can permanently be

right

to give us an exact definition of

i.

we once

then,

If,

ties

fession only they

hound

permanent pos-

of being perceived; the latter the

e.,

sibility

But when

of material particles.

when we

once separated matter from thought,

have called matter- what

is

perceived, in opposition to

we must not eat our own
words or swallow our own thoughts by saying that, for
all we know, matter may think or mind may be touched
thought or what perceives,

and handled.

From
than

a

this point of view
grammatical blunder.

I call

It is

materialism no

nominative for an accusative, or of an active for
verb.

it is

At

made

first

to

by

we mean by
itself,

mean

hut by

matter what

its

and

causes the irritations of our senses
irritations;

with what perceives, what

is

all

what

is

named with

sides that there

ists to

what

And

itself.

confounded
is

perceived

conceived with what conthe namer.

It

never could be such

object or as matter except
a subject or a mind.

is

end

what per-

thus supposed to lay hold of and strangle

with what receives these

on

a passive

perceived,

qualities; but in the

What

ceives,

is

the very opposite, namely,

ceives,

is

more

the substitution of a

a

is

admitted

thing as an

when it has been perceived by
yet we are asked by material-

believe that the perceiving subject, or the mind,

is

development of the
object or of matter.
This is a logical somersault which
it seems almost impossible to perform, and yet it has been
performed again and again in the history of philosophy.
And do not suppose that I have an)' prejudice against
materialism.
To my mind spiritualism commits exactly
really the result of a long continued
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same grammatical blunder as materialism. We cancompare matter and spirit, and say, like the old
Gnostics, that one is of the devil and the other of God.
Matter is the temple of the spirit. It is immense, it is

the

not

incomprehensible,

it

Matter

marvelous.

is

that

is all

human

given us to know, and the whole wisdom of the
race constitutes but a very small portion of
is

meant

Why,

teach us.

to

what matter

we

then, should

matter instead of falling on our knees before
events listening with reverential

Wisdom

the Highest

behind

vail

its

There

despise
or at

all

which
teach us from

wrong

materialism as a

in

weakness

Its

arises

fundamental grammatical blunder on which
the change of

which its cupola is made to rest. If we think in words
we must never take words on trust, but must be read}to give an account of every term with which our thinking and speaking

it

the Aristotelian sense of the word.

many

room

species.

nature

in

goblins.

of

tried to lay

hold of the perceiver as distinguished from

we

the perceived.

breath.

It is a

It

you

if

an old metaphor, and

is

dangerous things.

mean by

poor name,

like;

it

it, it

tion

may be

they

all

Still, as

given of

metaphors are

we know what we
Now, whatever defini-

long as

can do no harm.
spirit

agree in this: that

all

by

different philosophers,

spirit is subjective,

perceiving,

knowing; and if, therefore, spiritualism tried to account
for what is objective, perceived or known as spirit, it
commits exactly the same grammatical blunder as materialism,

it

changes

Matter and

I

into

spirit

interchangeable terms.

name

In the true sense, spirit

is

a

for the universal subject, matter for the universal

object.

And

as

there can be no subject

without an

object, nor an object without a subject, neither can there
be, within a

narrower sphere,

matter without

spirit.

spirit

Matter

is

without matter, nor

determined by us quite

much as we are determined by matter. As we have
made and defined the two words and concepts, matter
and spirit, they are now inseparable; and the two sys-

as

tems of philosophy, materialism and spiritualism, have
no sense by themselves but will have to be merged in
the higher system of idealism.

The

science of language

what such words as matter and spirit meant
beginning, and what they came to mean in course

teaches us
in the

The

of time in different schools of philosophy.
of

thought has to teach us what such words

science

shall or shall

One

philosophy, and

philosophy stands, by analyzing every brick with which
its

walls have been built,

by

testing

'all

the arches on

nature there

no need and no

is

like trying to find the origin

science of thought
is

of ghosts and

meant to break the
more powerful than

is

far

transition of nouns of quality into
nouns of substance. We are quite correct, for instance,
in saying I feel hungry, or, I am hungry and thirsty
and we may safely speak of our hunger or thirst if we

these words to the expression

restrict

of qualities or

But when language leads us on to say, I have
hunger, I have thirst, hunger and thirst are apt to
become entities. We then go on to say that we are
driven by hunger or thirst, or that we have lost our hunstates.

thirst, that

tion arises,

What

is,
is

And

our appetite.

hunger and

have to possess something which
sions.

We

then the ques-

thirst, or

what

We

appetites, our desires, our passions?

we may

are our

imagine
call

we

our pas-

ask for their seat, for their origin, for their

nature, and then the psychologist steps in and dissects

these passions, and describes
or entities by

them

as if

they were things

themselves, like corpses on a dissecting

table.

In this case, however, a

show

little

reflection

suffices

to

us that to speak of passions and appetites

by themselves is only a convenient way of speaking, and no one
would think that he was being robbed if passions are
shown to be no more than states of feeling.
It is different, however, when the science of thought
proceeds to show by exactly the same analysis that there
is no such thing as intellect, understanding and reason.
"

I

reason " meant, as

entity, or

all

has to do this by examining the foundations on which

in

of the richest sources of philosophical mythol-

carry out a complete reformation of
it

speak of swords,

to

ogy springs from the

then,

;

But

words, but that spell

mean in future nay, it has sometimes to relegate
them altogether from the dictionary of philosophy.
These few illustrations must suffice to show you
what work the science of thought has to do. It has to
not

in

word

imagine.

ger and

it.

are correlative, but they are not

is

The

spell of

meant

no more than a puff or whiff, a breeze, a

originally

when we have

purposes, as

useful

for species, and to try to find the origin of species

same blunder underlies spiritualism. Spirit
the many names by which human ignorance

was one

It is a

in

or knives, or books, or any other sorts of things as so

many

into /.

it

Now

nature.

based,

the

carried on.

must be something corresponding to it
I have nothing to say against species

that there

from the
is

is

showed how in natural history the one term
species, which was introduced at random we hardly
know by whom, has caused endless confusion of thought.
As there was the term species, it was taken for granted
I

for

?

philosophical system.

And

it,

to the lessons

has designed to

nothing morally

is

awe

is

367

we

means no more than
traction.

we

saw, "

proceed to say that

No

that

we

one, however,

I

add and subtract."

we

If,

possess reason, that

possess addition and sub-

would say

that,

because

can combine, or add and subtract, therefore there

is

we

some

power, or force within us called
us, which lifts us above
the animal creation, which rules our thoughts
nay,
which governs the whole world. I do not deny that we
faculty, or

combination, which enlightens

—

;
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reason; on the contrary,

But

we

as little as

we

hold that

I

we do

nothing

hunger because

possess a thing called

are hungry, or a thing called patience because

patient,

do

we

are rational.

else.

we

are

possess a thing called reason because we
Why, then, should philosophers trouble

are exceptions, and

we must

ments to be influenced
I

Yet so it was; and possibly
addition and subtraction were something far more perfect and wonderful than the goddess of Reason before
they knelt and burnt incense.

This

is,

of course, an extreme case of philosophical

mythology and idolatry, but the number of these psychological gods and goddesses, heroes, fairies and hobgobOur mind is swarming with them^
lins is very large.
and every one of them counts a number of worshipers

who
The

are deeply offended

if

we

doubt their existence.

protests are already beginning, as

my

against

I

fully anticipated,

philosophical heresy in having denied the

existence of reason, intellect and understanding.

As

the

Ephesians cried out with one voice about the space of
two hours, " Great is Diana of the Ephesians!" I know
I

have

shall

hear for the space of more than two
my critics, " Great is the Reason,

to

hours, the shout of

great

is

the Intellect, great

Yet

Reviewers!"

goddess of Reason;
reason

— that

is,

to

I

am

is

the Understanding of the

not a blasphemer of the great

all I

have

tried to

add and to subtract

—

show

is

that to

simply an act

is

which we perform, and that the goddess, if goddess there
must be, is not an image which fell down from Jupiter,
but the voice within us which makes us keep a true
account of all we think and speak and do.
It

is

difficult

— nay,

it

is

impossible

— to

give in a

what I mean
by the science of thought, still more to answer all the
more or less obvious objections that may be raised against
the fundamental principle of that science, namely, the
1 must ask you to
identity of thought and language.
look upon these three lectures as a kind of a preface only
and if you think the subject worthy of a fuller consideration, this large volume on the Science of Thought
which I have just published will give you all the necessary material, and will supply the answers to many of
the questions which have been addressed to me by some
of those who have done me the honor of attending these
lectures.
One of the questions which I have been asked
most frequently is: If thought is identical with language,
what about deaf and dumb people? Are they unable
course of three lectures an adequate idea of

to

think because they are unable to speak

My

answer

is,

first

of

all,

that deaf and

dumb

people

Secondly,

instincts,

intellectual manifestations than an orang or a chimpan-

zee

if

he were confined

to the society of

dumb

associates.

Thirdly, we must remember that words are not the only
embodiment of thought. Holding up three fingers is as

good

a

sound of

sign for the addition of one, one, one, as the
three.

Shaking the

fist

in the face

is

as express-

Hieroglyphic writing shows us
how our thoughts may be embodied in signs without
any reference to the sound of spoken words, and
Chinese is read and understood perfectly by people who,

when they pronounce and speak

it,

are quite unintelli-

gible to each other.
It

sight,

is

by means of signs appealing

and not

at first to

to

the sense of

the sense of hearing, that deaf

and dumb people are educated and thus become what
they were meant to be, rational beings.
Again, as to animals, I have been asked whether
they, because they are dumb, must be declared to be

Here the science of thought
and says: "Before you ask whether
animals think, define what you mean by thinking."
Descartes, in his famous aphorism which is supposed to
of thought.

incapable

steps in at once

form the foundation of all modern philosophy, Cogito,
ergo s»m, explains cogito, I think, as comprising every
kind of mental action. If, therefore, we mean by thinking, perceiving, enjoying, remembering, fearing, loving
and all the rest, we have no grounds for denying animals, particularly the higher animals, the possession of
these qualities.

ours,

still,

Their enjoyments, their

fears

and hopes,

and disappointments may be different from

their loves

with the usual discount, animals

for the troubles of their souls the

may

claim

same words which we

Every philosopher, however, knows
what we seem to know of the inner workings of
the mind of animals we cannot know directly, but by
analogy only. We judge by signs. If, then, we mean
by thought that mental function which has its outward
sign and embodiment in language, we must say that aniuse for our own.
that

mals do not think as we think, namely, in words. They
may think in their own way. Their way of thinking
may be, for all we know, more perfect than our own.
I am inclined to believe all the good that can possibly be
said of animals, but I cannot allow that they think,

we

define thinking

look to our

is

if

by speaking.

Definition, here as elsewhere,

philosophy.

we must

?

few anomalies.

would be capable of few higher

ive as saying "Don't."

whom

not allow our general argu-

Huxley, for stating that a man born dumb, notwithstanding his great cerebral mass and his inheritance of strong
intellectual

addition and subtraction?

a

have the authority of the best judges, such as Professor

whether it is
Why
in the brain or in the heart or in the stomach?
should they write it with a capital R, and make a goddess of Reason and worship her, as she was actually
worshiped in the streets of Paris? What would the
French mob have said if they had been told that in worshiping this goddess of Reason they were worshiping
of reason,

their heads about the true seat

by

is

the only salvation of

we wish to fight and conquer we must
swords; if we wish to argue and to conquer
If

look to our words.

"

Looking

to

our words "

the fundamental lesson of the science of thought.

Do
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not

us despise words.

let

it,

their evolution,

is

They

are the most wonderful

Their history,

things in the world.

or, as

we now

call

more surprising than evolution

in

any other sphere of nature. The beginnings are so few
and so small, their final outcome so magnificent and overwhelming. To some minds, I know, nothing seems
grand or worthy of admiration except what is intricate,
complex and almost unintelligible; to others there is
nothing more fascinating than what is simple, regular
and almost transparent. The science of thought appeals
And as Kant, when in his Critique
to the latter class.
of Reason he had disentangled the skein of mediaeval
philosophy, exclaimed in the words of Persius:

Tecum habit a et novis quam sit tibi curta supelles I "
we may sum up the result of the science of thought in
the same words: "Dwell with thyself and you will
know how small thy household is!"
"

SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE.
STATE OF THE QUESTION
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IN

Since
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Revolution of

the

Bourbon

years of the

The

has been no State Church.
fesses

Very

no definite religion.

masses, and

seemed

in rules for

of

Roman

action

harmonize

ceased to

democracy, has not
and theory. The govern-

facts

and for military organization,
absolute

There, almost everywhere, union

one of

my

Republics

Republics such as that of

perhaps even surprise more than

shall

I

readers, in telling

them

that in these Swiss

the democracy that maintains the union,

it is

the aristocracy

that

is

rather

disposed to separation.

Swiss democrats are afraid that the severance might be
too

much
I

in favor of plutocracy.

ought equally

to recall to

my American

readers

—

from old

mind in general of which they repreoutcome upon new ground and freed
traditions
is already in England itself more

disposed

toward

that the English

sent the triumphant

—

separation than the Continental

this

Catholicism, basing

upon the incontestable fact that Roman Catholicism was the religion of the great majority of Frenchmen. The latter Empire made itself above all conspicuous in these fallings off from acknowledged principles.
But this inconsistency was owing to customs of old date
or to momentary causes, rather than to any formal intention of making Catholicism a State religion.
It had
long been criticised and blamed by the most liberalminded; and the existing Republic, able at length to put
its

where Church and State are separated, and who,
if I am not mistaken, would find it somewhat difficult to
put themselves into the same frame of mind as the socie-

Switzerland.

in disac-

into practice the principles of liberal

FRANCE.

I.

to live

the rule, even in old

State, as such, prooften, until the estab-

public instruction, the State has

make profession

to

address myself; and to readers, consequently, accustomed

is still

fifteen

1830, there

to

cord with this constitutional principle, inasmuch as on
many an occasion such as public festivals and military

sect

of the old world.

omitting the

lishment of the actual Republic, facts have been

BY ALBERT REVILLE, PROFESSOR IN THE COLLEGE OF FRANCE.
It is to readers American and liberal that I now

ties

'S9,

restoration, 1S15

ment, as such, does not identify

and labors actively,
privileges

with any particular

itself

laws for public instruction

in its

to

put out of sight the

which the Church

of

Rome

last
still

possesses.

On

the other hand, the

French State recognizes and

churches that, by the number of their

the

subsidizes

adherents and their secular assemblies on the national
soil,

to

appear

to

aid.

As

its

have a right

supervise and
their

to

its official

a set-off to this,

it

recognition and

claims the right to

where the nomination of
management of their property

to intervene,

ministers and the

are concerned.

In the first place, we have the Roman Catholic
Church, which looks upon the forty to fifty millions of
francs, or even perhaps a little more, that are allotted to
it

as

annually for the support of

its clergy and its services,
an indemnity intended to replace the revenues that it

drew from

its

real estate prior to the

Revolution of

'89.

mind, whether of France or of Germany. Historical prec-

When

edents on the Continent have accustomed the people, for

sessions,

centuries past, to ask

decided that thenceforward the Catholic priests should

for

the intervention or support of

upon matters from which it becomes more and
more evident that the State, as such, should hold itself
This

Latin races,

is

most

who

distinctly visible in

inherited

from the

pronounced taste for centralization in
with the French people this is the case.

a

all

show

that

what

is

the situation?

it

receive an allowance

it

has not ceased to be binding.

be noted here that in

Church largely
numbers and
the mind of the

English people is not inherently opposed to separation
and that the disestablishment of the Anglican Church is
only now a question of time.
In France,

domain,

since that time

privileged, the considerable

the diversities of dissenters

in the national

these pos-

domination

In England, albeit there exists a State

endowed and

termed mort-main,

all

things; and

the so-called

Roman

Assembly merged

from the State. This agreement,
unacknowledged during the revolutionary turmoil, was
affirmed by the concordat entered into between Napoleon, when First Consul, and the Court of Rome, and

the State

aloof.

the Constituent

It is

numerical preponderance of

Roman

Catholics, the older

and the modern governments have always deemed
expedient
national

to

take

autonomy

to

France, considering the great

precautions
against

for

possible

it

guaranteeing the
pretentions

or

encroachments on the part of the Popes, who, from
motives really or apparently religious, might meddle
with French

affairs

and thus

restrict the

independence

—
—
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of the country.

It

vidual conscience

is

would be

indi-

not as a citizen as free as he

is

he depended only on

if

man whose

clear that the

is

submitted to a priest, himself depend-

ent on a foreign superior,

God, without an

his

intermediary essential for his salvation.

thus that,

It is

conformably with the concordat, the government nominates the bishops, the Court of Rome giving them only
the cure's of

ecclesiastical confirmation, as also

tant parishes, the others being simply
a bishop appears to

If

ters.

power

copal

in a

manner

or the national interest,

his

summon him

can

ecclesiastical to the civil court,

from the

before the

such condemna-

from

its

This extreme course has, however,

territory.

for a long period remained purely theoretical.

In the same
subsidizes the

way

numbers about

President of the Republic

two

this

That

from France, with Alsace

one

of Strasbourg
itself, at

State.

French tongue,

of the

under the impulse of Vinet and of the supporters of the

Reveil (French Methodists), that the

The

first

government of the Church was

contested.

ship of the State,
vitality, directed as

at Montauban,
was taken away

the close of the last

whom

haps and educated, but on

the official investiture

Holy

could not confer the gifts of the

movement that gave rise to
number of so-called Free

this

Spirit.

which
time

exist in Paris

and

Churches, several of

—

it

alone

divided

itself into

divisions in the

why

that explains

it is

two groups,

Church.

more
more or less
is, the two do

the one liberal and

or less rationalistic, the other orthodox and

The

the old orthodoxy.

faithful to

fact

under cover of the same organism, despite the
asperity of the controversies exchanged between theoloco-exist

The

knowing themselves

majority of French Prot-

rude combats of their ancestors, regard their

pastors and

its

churches

same with Jewish communities,

the

laws

to

similar

Further

churches.

still,

to

that are sub-

these affecting Protestant

since the conquest of Algeria

it
forms no part of the
French government grants subsidies
number of Musselman communities.

although, properly speaking,

organic law
to a certain

There

— the

is

undeniable

then, without descending into details, an

spirit

of liberalism and equity in the religious

constitution of France; and in

this

country, formerly

ravaged by religious wars and persecutions of grievous
intensity,

it

may be

be of very small numeri-

comparison with the

cal force in

memory

to

still

Roman

Catholics, their

freshly charged with the sufferings and

as a sort of religious

department

own Church

in the great national

country of the other, for which they nourish a sort of
veneration, an affection

filial

and tender, not easily to be

reconciled with the idea of separation and banding apart.

the subsidies of the State.
It is

This

has not yet ostensibly

it

which counted in Alsace the larger number of its followers, and which, save in Paris and in the old country of
Montbeliard, has now but few communities. Neverthe-

jected

was

in the provinces.

gians of opposite views.

its

It

the formation of a cer-

estants,

territory, for

continues to receive for

was

would be lacking in its own proper
it would be by pastors, diplomed per-

which France cannot
console herself, has also greatly diminished the Church
called Lutheran, or that of the Confession of Augsbourg,

less, it

It

held that the Church, lulled to sleep under the guardian-

upon schisms or external

by

war with Germany.
This mutilation of

claims were

right of the State, as such, to intermeddle

being

end the State supports

faculties of Protestant theology,

the other in Paris.

in the protestantism

being

the

the State faculties, in proof of regular studies and satis-

To

was

It

latter

It is

that they hold university diplomas granted

factory examinations.

budget of public worship and

Church and

— after

Calvinists),

confirms the pastors

—

appointed
satisfied

who

by the Consistories these
by suffrage of the faithful

nominated

for the suppression of the

for the total separation of

At the same
must be added and again on this point I call
attention to a frame of mind that may be little known
and perhaps be difficult of comprehension in America
the mass of French Protestants look with apprehension

(the old

million of adherents.

a

Roman

However, for a certain number of years past, voices
growing more and more numerous have been crying out

tain

the French State recognizes and

Reformed Church

and exclusively

essentially

Catholic.

in the

authorizing the chief of the .State to banish him

tion

France, was

of

epis-

prejudicial to public tranquility

it

COURT.

made.

have abused

to

it

impor

officiating minis

Council of State and have him condemned by appeal

that

—

said that the

Revolution of 'S9

except during the Reign of Terror and during the years
of reaction that followed the

Restoration— inaugurated an

would
not have been willing to recognize as legitimate.
That
old regime, concentrated in the person of the King

era of peace and tolerance, such as the old regime

It is

not on their side that are heard the most violent out-

cries in

favor of detachment from the State.

Without

apprehension, they wait to see what will come from the
relations

of

the

Catholic

democracy.
It is hence above

all

Church

cal

The

question

in

republican

that arises the getting-up of

interrogations addressed to the

ernment.

with

Chambers and to the govis much more politi-

France

For the ardent Catholics do not wish
On the contrary, they would much
the book of compromises that has existed

than religious.

for the separation.

prefer that

since the Revolution should be suppressed, and that the

State

should become again exclusively Catholic as it
The Roman clergy have never recog-

was formerly.

nized as legitimate a state of things that places "error"

and "truth" on an equal footing.
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But

well-known

is

it

creed

is

is

the one

Catholicism
country, in

here

from

pathies keenly alive to the sufferings and shortcomings

where the Catholic

And

the most lowered in popular esteem.

The

there must be no exaggeration.

one of the saddest, but one also which every thoughtmind is compelled to ask at times. My friend is both
thoughtful and intelligent, with conscience and sym-

the countries of

that, of all

Catholic traditions, France

falling-off

towns than in the
certain of the Central and Northern depart-

more palpable

is

in the

ments than in others. Brittany, a notable portion of the
South, and French Flanders, in a word, those districts
where the inferior classes still speak a local -patois, still

On

cling earnestly to the Catholic faith.

the departments the

the other hand,

most industrious, the

—

richest, the

most densely populated except, perhaps, that of the
Nord, as it is specially called are in great measure
emancipated from their old moral bondage to the clergy.
It is also to be observed that the women in large

—

more deeply attached to Catholthan the men, which is not without notable influ-

majority have remained
icism

ence on the disposition

and the

children

of

family

as a general rule

may

it

be said that a very large

young Frenchmen shake

proportion of

off,

toward the

age of twentv, the religious ideas that were instilled into
Skepticism or incredulity take their
their childhood.
place,

augmented by the gross

Catholic clergy

when

superstitions

Mistrust

uphold.

of the

submission.

that the

It is at

once the force and the misfortune

of

Roman

Catholicism, that the majority of those

it

brings

up

in

its

school confound

whom

absolutely with

it

and think themselves
called upon the moment they reject the Catholic dogmas,
Christianity, with religion in

to

itself,

Protestantism has in

reject also all religious belief.

their eyes

but a partial approval.

absurd, less anti-national,

more

It

is,

liberal; but

they say,
it

less

gives them

the impression of having halted half-way, of being odd,

They

eccentric, singular.

but

remotely

entering

its

;

rather incline to wish

and above

ranks.

all

So much

it

well,

have rarely any idea of
the more, inasmuch as

marriage brings back the revolted Catholic as a matter
of

course

bride

is

into

The promised

a sort of compromise.

generally a devout and practicing Catholic, and

she could not be had without a Catholic marriage.

The

mother desires that the children should be baptized; and,
for the sake of peace the man consents to become Catholic again during some hours of his life, taking it out by
abuse of the clergy and their pretensions, all the rest of

of his kind

and

governs

insight,

goodness

when accompanied by

is,

a

intellectual

It

my

is

heart,

sensitive

necessarily led to a depressed view of life and

surroundings.

a

vision of ideal truth and

its

narrow measurements of

the

to

definition,

Such

the other faculties.

all

nature, always subjecting

own

its

observation that this extreme

conscientiousness, applied to processes of thought as well
as

practical

to

forms a large ingredient of the

affairs,

I have small symwho, complacently resting on

pessimistic philosophy of the day.

pathy with those

critics

the sublime heights of their idealistic creeds, are content scornfully to ignore every less pleasing

than

universe

of the

own; and

their

interpretato

me

pains of a moderate and thoughtful pessimism are

the

more

easily understood than the conceited joys of an unquali-

Without, therefore, taking fright

optimism.

fied

condemning

severely
question,

I

am

Doubtless

zon

is

morals as

view

my

many

it

moral earnestness;

expense of

nature one of the

in the

first effects

realm of

of an enlarged

Climbing the moun-

loss of visual distinctness.

is

or

sober examination.

haidlv more than to say that

in

at

as set forth in his

cases breadth of intellectual hori-

the

at

view

friend's

inclined to give

in

gained

is

but this

wider vision of the surrounding country,
the adventurous tourist sees both less and more than
before; smaller details and particulars are lost in the
largeness of the scene, and have become blended with
tain to catch a

the general landscape.

has another object
say, intent

in

But

view,

our mountain climber

if

a practical

is

surveyor

let

on the selection of a new town-site,

us

this

larger view will prove as useful as that gained from the
plain below,
fitness,

if

he wishes to consult scenic effect and

the minor morals of his work, along with more

practical

needs.

The

realm.

The same

social

truth holds

in

the moral

reformer needs the widest possible

field in which he labors, the largest
knowledge of men and human motives, and of the
Proof of this
laws governing the world's j31 ? 6515

survey of the

'

'

1

is

found

The

in the

-

advanced charitable methods of the day.

old thoughtless standards of benevolence, with the

relief to which they
have been replaced by the severe, but safe,
instructions of scientific philanthropy, which seeks to
work upon as accurate data and with the same patience

gave

BREADTH AND EARNESTNESS.
BY CELIA
friend with

whom

P.

I

WOOLLEY.

was

lately

discussing

some

question of social reform, and the efficacy of philanthropic effort in general, asked

increased

one of those natures in which a rigorous
by imagination or great spiritual trust

;

logic, unrelieved

unreasoning methods of help and

the time.

A

ful

priesthood,

not a passionate hatred, succeeds to earlier

is

it

is

tion

instincts.

But

37i

me

if

I

did not think the

knowledge and mental breadth which the
all of us were almost inevitably accom-

years bring to

panied by a decreased moral enthusiasm?

The

question

and

rise,

logical

precision

as

in

material

leaders in the associated charities
their efforts

upon

a wider

science.

movement

The

are basing

knowledge of the problem

with which they are dealing than their predecessors possessed,

knowledge taking the form

of carefully-gathered

THE OPEN
yet not accompanied, so far, by a depressed

statistics,

their

faith in

On

work.

the contrary, the workers in

particular field are distinguished for their cheerful

this

courage and

In this case wider knowledge means

zeal.

COURT.

seem necessary
and others

duly excited

accompany

to

timate of things.

edge, intimate acquaintance and sympathy with those

notions of failure.

elements of wrecked and diseased manhood which make
up the philanthropist's problem. All true knowledge
that men gain of each other, of whatever class or conFailure in knowledge
dition, must be of this kind.
generally results from failure in sympathy, as conversely
stated failure in sympathy results from lack of knowl-

completing the

edge.

We
only

as

can divorce knowledge from moral enthusiasm

we

ing

tie

There is a so-called
which admits no strong unit-

misinterpret both terms.

culture extant in our times

with conscience and the sense of obligation; that

easy, dilettante conversance with

names

often of the

themselves

— that

books,

— knowledge

of things rather then of the things

complacently holds

the world's duties and needs, and

is

aloof from

itself

and

as cold

selfish at

heart as any form of brutal tyranny that ever oppressed
the

race.

has neither breadth nor vitality, nothing

It

but

what Margaret Fuller

of

the

ment
fied

called the "cold skepticism

No

understanding."

such abnormal develop-

of one set of faculties above another can be digni-

name

with the

of

Equally there

culture.

kind of enthusiasm, the ardent, undisciplined

manhood

youth, which the superior knowledge of
jects

We need

and modifies.

enthusiasm, which, useful in
as silliness;

as

not

its

mourn

is

a

of

faith

cor-

the loss of such

place, appears elsewhere

the artless trust

and

which

innocence

make up the charm of childhood become unbearable
when preserved in such a figure as Dickens has porThere is an enthusiasm
which is but the overflow of exuberant fancy and childish good nature, as there is another which, owning the
deeper quality of faith, I like rather to call by that name,
partaking as it does of that deep soul-content and trust
trayed in Harold Skimpole.

which,

A

in

and discouragement,

spite of loss

widening knowledge of

bring diminished faith

need not do that

if

we

in

because

it

has Been too

mediate results;

but

wait the unseen and

it

abides.

things

may

though

results,

it

estimate results on the side of

character and self-discipline.
is

men and

immediate

still

When

enthusiasm dies

much engrossed

is

far off.

in these

it

im-

the very essence of faith to

Knowing how

slowly the

world was made, and with what difficulty man has won
his present degree of progress, the wise reformer submits to copy his efforts after those of the universe, to

work along

the slow, sure lines

and the
hopes to the

nature

of

world's past achievement, moderating his

promises here conveyed. Science teaches us that we
can do anything in the work of reform but hurry. It is
because things do not

move

faster,

and

a

hundred

failures

single

success, that

fruition, are led to their present

nearer knowledge, nearer heart as well as brain knowl-

as

a

my

friend

him, with conscience and sympathy unby the loss and waste that everywhere

like

Perhaps

The

final

we

need

to

mournful

es-

correct

our

lenses Herschel spoiled

perfect one

were

regarded the immediate end of the

lens,

before

perhaps

failures

but successes,

development of the
science of optics.
Moral mistakes hurt and hinder the
man who makes them, but the race learns to conquer its
selfish instincts and base passions in no other way
and
by the race is meant no glittering abstraction, but the
aggregated number of individuals like ourselves.
The need of faith remains though most of its former objects have passed away faith in principle, the
rare and priceless, as related to the

—

;

abiding nature of those laws
ered than wrought out of his

man has not more
own hard, glorious

discov-

experi-

ence; faith based on the certainty of the just and sure
relation

cause everywhere sustains to

effect.

I

make

use here of part of a quotation found in a recent vol-

ume

"Faith

of essays:

is

a misapplied

word when

set

scheme as the way of salvation; faith
something which follows truthful, disin-

to the theological
to

me now

is

action, and stands waiting to see
whether you will accept whatever comes of such conduct, though it lead where you know not, see not, away
The point is whether I
entirely from your own plan.
shall wish I had not done this or that, whether I shall
wish another way had been chosen, whether I will
seek to retrace steps, or whether I can say I saw not, yet
I acted to do right."
John Morley presents us with the same thought in
Rousseau, where he savs, " Men and
his essay on
women are fairly judged by the way in which they bear
The deeper part of us
the burden of their own deeds.
shows in the manner of accepting consequences."

sincere

terested,

Life

is

the greatest of consequences so far as the

necessity of our accepting

it is

concerned.

Through

the

combined action of choice and necessity we find ourselves caught in the web of its mingled relations, with
something we have agreed to call duty continually
urging us forward; something we have learned to distinguish as hajDpiness and peace of mind when we
choose the right action above the wrong, and as unhappiness and sense of guilt when we make the contrary
choice.
Such knowledge is enough to determine the
practical bent of men's lives, to prove the growing
worth of truth above falsehood, right above wrong, and
thus give rise to that assured expectation of goodness

we

call faith.

And

I

find

better evidence for belief in the con-

tinued, hopeful effort of
this

man

to

promote and

establish

goodness, in that system of thought which takes

knowledge

for

its

all

province, than in any of the partial

:
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the

systems of

based on miracle and credulous

further

shown by

but increases, not destroys man's

thodox

literature in

past

Knowledge

fancv.

of usefulness in the world of material gain and

power

enterprise; and to suppose

a contrary rule obtains in the

moral achievment,

field of his

into a hideous satire

is

to convert the universe

which experience of

a conclusion

;

truth and goodness already gained, as well as the heart's

promptly rebel against and deny.

instincts, leads us to

COURT.

Nothing was consciously admitin question any doctrine or
practice of the orthodox church, or which even pro.
posed inquiry into the authority upon which such
for the reading-room.

C. K.

doctrine

and the

trasting " Protestantism

New

of June

9,

con-

Ethics," I find the

following passage
general mass of mankind are regarded by

The

"

whom

be selected by some
Thus the ordinary Protestant doc-

mysterious process.
trine

fundamentally

is

the unity of

mankind

and declaring

ethics)

This statement

mind during
ceding and

(the

following

upon the daily prayer-

1870,

Young Men's
institution, to

if so,

aristocratic,"

The Young Men's
of preparation for

it

may

its

both

tendency, the

remain

made me

in

in

now

as

be worth while to
consider

it

theory and practice.

Christian Association

membership

or more accurately,

Christian Asso-

character and

this

circumstances which then

"fundamentally

By

new

made upon my

recalls the impression

and methods of
they were then; and

there.

very corner-stone of the

a close attendance, for several years pre-

rules

state the

denving practically

a doctrine of divine favoritism."

suppose the

I

to

aristocratic,

meetings of the Boston
ciation.

it

'children of wrath,' from

remnant are graciously

a

is

recruiting office for enlistment

a

constitution and by-laws

two

classes of

are established, one to

rules, the other to

other to
ble

to

office,

restricted,
bility

to

other to

the

and subject to the further
arbitrary dismissal

without cause assigned.
liar

hold a membership thus

features of the

It

inferior

class

that

among

instance,

class

who

the most constant and emphatic of the
and assumptions made by those of the ruling
conducted the meetings were these: that the

was "the word

of

God;"

error, either of fact or doctrine, could be

found

bible, in all

its

parts,

that

no

in either

the New or the Old Testament, and that all claims of the
discovery of such error had been successfully refuted.

Every one of these assumptions had been thoroughly
disproved in the works of Bishop Colenso, Francis \Y.

Newman, William Rathbone Greg and William E. H.
Lecky, as well as in the pamphlet by Andrew Tackson
Davis, entitled Self- Contradictions of the Bible.
But
these works and the many like them by other authors,

would neither have been bought
Christian

Association

offered as a gift.
in

Yet the

every department this

is

Young Men's

for the

nor

library

admitted

institution of

to

it

if

whose policy

a fair specimen, continually

and unblushingly claimed to be unsectarian.

The
caste

classification of

was made

at the

members

as high-caste or

very beginning.

As

low-

soon as an

applicant had given his name, age and residence, he

was asked by the Secretary: " Of what church are you a
member?" If his reply did not show orthodox churchmembership, he was assigned to the inferior class, with
no vote
tion

or

in

regard

the

to the

policy of

the

which might seem .desirable

officers,

or the administra-

society,

or to

in either;

any change
and he was also

required to give his signature of acquiescence in the

system, one part of which was that he himself might at

Christian Association

Young

ingly useful society.

any time be deprived of membership
the Executive Committee.
It is

hardly to be expected that

mere

at the

will of

young men of even
make appli-

average intelligence and self-respect should

say really unsectarian, because the

makes

curiously enough, does

it

Young Men's

special claim to be so, and,

on the ground thaj

it

excludes

from its superior class only those who are not members
of orthodox churches. Membership in Unitarian or
Universalist churches

persuade the

ruling

assertion

were sound and indisputable, and next, to keep from their knowledge the fact
that any of them had been successfully controverted. For

men's Christian Union" a really unsectarian and exceedI

of the

by vote of the managers,

formation of the "Boston

Christian Association

idea

by perpetual

was, no doubt, these pecu-

Young Men's

which caused the

restriction of lia-

The

first,

there taught

doctrines

a school

the orthodox church;

make and execute the
obey the rules; one to govern, the
be governed; one to choose offices and be eligi-

members

or practice rested.

assertions

("ordinary Protestantism] as

called

assumption to

the

WHIPPLE.

The Open Court

which

there

ted

and
BY

discrimination against unor-

rigid

books for the library and periodicals

authority manifestly was,

ARISTOCRATIC PROTESTANTISM.
In an article in

a
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would absolutely

disqualify

for

upper membership in the Association, and would be
regarded as worse than belonging to no church whatever.
At the time of my intimacy with the Boston Young

Men's Christian Association,

its

sectarian character

was

cation for the

crumbs

that fall

from such

On

a table.

the other hand, in a place so large as Boston there

is

no

lack of ignorance and credulity, and even so excellent
a thing as piety often co-exists with both.

young man
in

the

is

taught to consider

propagandist

work

it

his

of the

The

pious

duty to take part
Association,

and,

though he is of course assigned to the governing class,
his first thought is of doing good by saving souls, and
he really works hard at it, repeating confidently the
formulas which the church has put in his mouth. And

:
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to the

but

man who is

poor and ignorant young

who

believes

sense, there are

essential to

it

many

become

who

There

the view of

invite

warmed and

a pleasant room,

is

him

there.

lighted at the

appropriate seasons, with pictures, and music, and
ature

companionship

of various sorts, and

at

present duty, and also in the

strange that

many walk

sing the song that

is

liter-

spiritually

$i.ooayear, especially
tell him) in the line of his

desirable, abundantly cheap
as such membership is (they

way

of salvation.

into that parlor,

Is

it

and continue

to

taught them there?

ignorance and credulity of which I have spoken
were bv no means confined to the subordinate class.
Both qualities were conspicuous in the majority of

The

young men who
conversant with

joined the Association while

Vew

it.

was

I

have

to

the

slightest

And

of the nature of evidence.

yet

it

be

to

taken for granted as a settled matter by both classes

in

can change them

Motion and the Elixir of Life. The origin of force for
is, by common consent, referred to the sun, on
which we are dependent every moment, humbling as it
may sound. But what is the source of the sun's power,
this earth

and does

and

life

vital

of

come from our

heat

some power beyond?

In short, what

All past religions and

many

is

an absolute tyrant-god, of a blind principle

making

called Nature; setting these aside and

Let us study the teachings of
tle

and see

There
one
it

least

but one source of

is

this

New

life

could control conditions, being self-existent, and

real, or to

apply the

test

of reason to

To
this

return to the thought quoted at the beginning of

article

(that

Protestant doctrine

ordinary

the

it
fundamentally aristocratic)
demeanor of both classes in the

was

from

plain

Young Men's

is

the

Christian

Association that they really believed that class No.
possessed

more

rights and

were

entitled to

more

I

privi-

No. 2; and that the doctrine and policy
and practice of the Association would strongly tend to
keep them and their successors in that mind. In short,
that the influence of the Young Men's Christian Asso-

leges than class

ciation

tends toward a return to the doctrine of the

pilgrim fathers that the saints were the only appropriate
rulers,

and that the right

to

vote depended upon

mem-

bership in the church.

SCIENCE IN THE

NEW

BY EDWARD CRANCH,

"'What

is

CHURCH.

PH.B., M.D.

Science, rightly

Life canst thou engender never,

Life

where

is

must be

Life's parent ever."

— Goethe and Schiller (JCem'a).

a force, propagating itself in perpetual series,

the conditions of suitable substances and conge-

nial forces are present.

Could

make

all

the manifestations of

therefore,

it

must be

there can be no

life

infinitely

life

in

is

the degree

we

can ever

powerful and

in-

without substance, therefore

must be substance itself; indeed, in their
very source, life and substance must be identical, and
must be continually proceeding as an infinite will,
forming and creating, according to the endless accomThe only form that
modations of infinite wisdom.
unites will and wisdom in use, is the human.
Animals
have only a semblance of them, and men only have them
in an imperfect, finite degree; but the form that alone
can use infinite will and infinite wisdom is a Divine Humanity, from which creation has proceeded, something
infinite

this

way now to be outlined.
The first exhalations from this Divine Humanity,

in the

rounding him

sur-

every man's personal atmosphere of
exhaled particles surrounds his body, form a living sun
in which he dwells, apparently far beyond everything
else,

as

but conscious of everything, therefore omniscient,

and so omnipotent; above space and time, by which he
cannot be confined, for they would limit the infinite.
Consider our own thoughts; are they not superior to
both space and time? Witness Rosalind's pretty riddle

known?'

'Tis the force of Life alone

Life

As

lit-

thus destroying the universe, for there

finitely wise.

of infinity,

a

a source of life

be catechized and lectured by one who had last week
been one of their own number, without venturing to

was

Church

and substance.

atom of outside substance be

know;

his pretensions.

things

reason and experience will confirm them.

if

nate class accepted this doctrine, allowing themselves to

thus claimed

all

new.

no room for two infinites.
That which is life itself must include,

doubt that the superiority

tried to

arising, upsetting all previous notions of a plurality of

gods, of

young fellows became "pious," he was competent to
And it was pathetic to
instruct all who were not so.
see the humility with which members of the subordi-

in return, or to

have

scientists

itself infinite,

him

cause

first

answer, but the thought of the world has gone beyond
all that has hitherto been offered, till now a New Church

the Association that, as soon as one of these ignorant

question

from

sun, or

the

is

force and substance?

all

conception

seemed

man

but not renew them, else could he produce Perpetual

few of them seemed capable

of giving a reason for either their faith or their hope.

Verv few seemed

All forces are practically one;

not yet pious,

so in the church's

attractive things in

the Association given by those

COURT.

to

Orlando: "I will

who
who

tell

time trots withal

he stands

still

;

you who time ambles withal;

who

time gallops withal, and

withal."

Being the source of

all

power, he

nothing contrary to his

do

evil,

own

omnipotent, but

is

not absolutely so, as formerly believed

;

for he can do

order, consequently cannot

cannot form anything hurtful, nor be angry, as

—
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is

the case with

finite,

and therefore necessarily imper-

in

own lower

our

life

and

in the life of the

The emanations from

this living

sun are exactly an-

alagous to the emanations from our

own

sun

;

that

is,

they consist of heat and light, of atmospheres and of a

world of objects, created from substances at one time
atmospherical, and still pervaded by those atmospheres,
by which forces are distributed as in their proper media;

world our planet

formed of substances
and around the sun, and
is

world by man's own abuse of his
and rationality, and his consequent rejection of the Divine, and exaltation of self and
the world in His place; whereupon, the Lord, in tender

came

Evil

into this

essential qualities, liberty

mercy, permitted the formation of

men

(for the souls of

women

and men and

tics,

retain

hell,

where

live as

men and women

one time fluid or gaseous in
pervaded bv such atmospheres, whose vibrations
and changing densities bring us heat, light and other
forces.

sible

at

still

The world
a spiritual

or

who was

some other

the spiritual sun

world, ready for the habitation of

yet to be formed
lives

was created from

that

for

;

planet.

But

woman,
its

order:

say, " in their

sun

for their self inflicted misery,

is

poor way," apart

who

from the direct influence of the Lord,

is

The Lord

not respon-

any more than the

responsible for the poisonous saps that

his beams.

after

can " enjoy

grow under

did not create such poisonous and

no angel

hurtful forms, but they have risen as an ultimation of the

which place will finally be reduced to
though like the order of a prison, contrasting with the free life of heaven (for which all men
were designed), as a frog- pond might contrast with a

exist,

this digresses.

the consideration of creation in

Nye would

of)

or child on this

no superior beings

not once a man,

men

life," as Bill

evil souls

characteris-

their vital

all

death in the spiritual world before spoken

was

lower

forms.

fect creatures.

just as in this

images
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To

The

return to

substances

of the dead, material suns were formed at the same time
and from the same spiritual atmospheres as the objects
of the spiritual world, and these first-formed

evil states of hell,

greater order,

forest of singing birds.

Man has the power while yet in this world, of choosing

material

how

the spiritual sun, formed each

and establishing that life by habit;
change his habits no more, but will
can
after death he
direction he has chosen here; for in
on
in
the
forever go

which, revolving

that

substances, by their mutual attractions, contractions and

combustions, continually kept active bv the influences of
its own system of planets,
widening orbits, are receding from
their central body, perhaps one day to be used up and
scattered, their particles going to form other suns and
systems, for matter is indestructible, and creation must

forever go

in

on.

world there

man

the

live,

can be

is

no material foundation

which alone
which alone

in

radically changed, and in

propagations can take place.
of life in the spiritual world other than

Forms

man,

by the Lord from the atmospheres,
were
at
first created on this world, though
etc., as they
now they increase by germination and procreation.
Having skimmed the field so far, space fails and no
are created instantly

Having reached

a reactionary basis in the rocks

and

sands of the lower worlds, the Lord began to introduce
new life by a more direct way; for the introduction of
life was not entrusted to a dead sun, only the care of it
All creation has man and his eternal welfor a season.

man

from
fare as an
lower forms by his ability to know and co-operate with
his Maker, by means of the rationality and free-will,
which he feels within himself; the earliest men had no
spoken language; no outward sign of separation from
object,

he will

and

is

only distinguished

the lower animals.

more can be
of the

said than to refer the reader to the writings

New

Church given

to

Tesus Christ, the very Divine
of his servant

Lord

Himself, by means

Emanuel Swedenborg.

There
the two worlds and

the inquirer will find

of

the world by the

Man
full

light

on the nature

their respective suns, the consti-

human mind, the relations and comparihuman and animal life, including the new

tution of the

sons

of

The many series of living forms all bear some relation
man and resemble him in some one or more of his men-

doctrine of discrete degrees, by which the several steps

and physical qualities; hence, the resemblances that
have been attributed to self-evolution, as if each little

and much more will be unfolded to the
and studies in the right spirit.
"Thought from the eye shuts the understanding,
but thought from the understanding opens the eye."

to
tal

polyp, plant or animal was wise enough

itself to

determine

whole structure accordingly.
If, for instance, the flesh-eating flowers of Borneo " know
enough" to imitate the smell and looks of raw meat to attract their pre}', is it not strange that they went so far in
that direction and did not improve by originating selfmotion, which perhaps could have been done more simply ?
The fact is, we so seldom use the only powers that distinguish us from animals and plants that we are often at a
loss where to draw the line between will and its blind

what

it

needed, and alter

its

of life are graded as higher and lower, not as greater

and

less; all this

mind

that

inquires

(Swedenborg.)

To Skepticism we owe that spirit of inquiry which, during
the last two centuries, has gradually encroached on every possible
subject, has reformed every department of practical and speculaknowledge, has weakened the authority of the privileged
and thus placed liberty on a surer foundation, has chastised the despotism of princes, has restrained the arrogance of the
nobles, and has even diminished the prejudices of the clergy.
tive

classes,

Thomas Henry Buckle.

"
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The
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work of The Index,

UNDERWOOD,

basis of Science

and
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The Open Court
that

to establish

is,

is

to

religion

continue

on the

connection therewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder of this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
in

rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
tor sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers ot the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind.

While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per year in advance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and "three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to B. F.
Underwood, Treasurer, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, 111., to whom
should be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.
18, 1887.

MONISM AND MONISTIC THINKERS.
Monism— from

the

Greek monos,

the philosophical conception that

common
lies

single, alone

—

phenomena have

all

is

a

source, and that one ultimate principle under-

them

This conception

all.

tion especially to the various

is

presented in distinc-

forms of dualism

instance, as that of Descartes,

who assumed

— such, for

an extended

cles

" psycho-physical

different conceptions of

agreeing, however,

tions

in

to dualism.

were referred

monism of

by Dr.

There

is

the

substantiality,"

unknown

theory

Edmund Montgomery
monism
which

nature in an absolute substance that
attributes

monism,

all

as

to us,

of

in

numbers of

.Spinoza, " the

God and
possesses, with many
identifies

both thought and extension:

parti-

even the souls of men; the

souls,

monism "

Lewes,

of

according

to

same

—

Hegeler, as expressive

in a

general

way

of his monistic

words of Paul on Mars' hill:
For
Him we live and move and have our being "
(Acts xvii. 28).
Monotheism may fairly be regarded as
religious
a
form of monism.
That all these different theories of monism can be
position, the pantheistic

"

in

true

is,

of course, impossible; that they are

logically consistent

all

all

even

improbable; that any one of them

is

contains the entire truth

is

extremely unlikely

;

that the)'

contain certain aspects or hints of the truth which,

fused

into a

synthesis with errors

afford a better explanation of

singly can give,

is

eliminated,

phenomena than

would
an)-

of

reasonably certain.

On another page may be found a number of passages
which we have extracted from the writings of monistic
thinkers.
Our own monistic position, which we have
been requested to state, we now give in a few words:
There is no chance, no caprice in the operations of
nature.
Every motion has a speed, direction and destiny predetermined by its condition and the nature of
things.
Such is the regularity of occurrences in the
physical world that in those groups of phenomena which

all

the single-principle

a series of articles printed in the first three
this journal.

to explain

Several of these monistic concepto

;

which consciousness is
fact of which brain motion is the objective aspect; the
monism of Bain, who holds that physical and mental
phenomena are the properties of one substance " a
double-faced unity."
We have seen quoted by Mr.

pen.

opposed

world

the subjective aspect of the

have recourse to a plurality of principles
mental and physical phenomena.

many

the

of self-evolving logical reason, of the

form complex

we have been able
astronomy, we can

—

are

of unconscious

aggregating parallel to combinations of material

substance devoid of thought, and an unextended thinking substance and in opposition to all systems which

There

monism

by the name of Transcendental Idealism ;"
the monism of Herbert Spencer, which sees in mental
and physical phenomena but different modes of an absolute inscrutable Power; the mechanical monism of
Haeckel, according to which every atom is eternal and
has " sensation and volition, pleasure and pain, desire
and aversion, attraction and repulsion," which properties

them

THURSDAY, AUGUST

"monism

"

logically evolving

erally goes

by

Editor and Manager.

the

Hartman's

;"

Will,

formal deductive sort;" "a spiritual monism which gen-

La

Street,

Hegel's
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cendental realism
transcendental

Fortnightly Journal.

A.

of Schelling, " a monistic system of trans-

monism

the

All

carefully to observe and study, as in

predict events long before they hap-

phenomena

are connected and dependent, and

are subject to causation; there

is

no event without an

antecedent, no effect without a cause; in the succession
of

phenomena

the thread of continuity

the condition of any given time

product of

all

pre-existent times.

is

is

unbroken and

the outgrowth and

The

farthest stars are

connected with our planet, and the remotest ages are

Evolution and involution

related to the present.
solution)

are

waves

(dis-

of a shoreless ocean that belongs

equally to the beginningless past and to the endless future.

Every form

of matter

is

the product of the modification

:
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Every form

of previous forms.

of force

a manifestation

is

of the universal immanent force

A

motion and a

spirit that

All thinking beings,

and

should be able to foresee

action with as

its

much

cer-

we

Mind

can predict the velocity of a falling body.
can
implies organism and environment.

We

have no conception of mind without matter, and no conception of matter without mind, for the very qualities

which we ascribe

to objects

weight, resistance,

etc.

for

ways

in

—

color, fragrance, hardness,

— are but so

many

which we are consciously

Ewald Hering: "Materialism

names

different

affected.

Says Dr.

explains consciousness as

a result of matter; idealism takes the opposite view, and

might propound the identity
We hold to the monistic view

third position one

from a

of spirit and matter."
that mental and physical

phenomena

are manifestations

same reality, and that, as Haeckel observes, " the
whole knowable universe forms one undivided whole, a
monon,' and that spirit exists everywhere in nature,

of the

we know

of

no

Says Prof. F.
in this

number of

spirit outside of nature."

but they are not interchangeable

In the true sense,

terms.

sal subject,

spirit is a

name

for the univer-

And

The

universal spirit

as there

can be no subject without an object, nor an object without
a subject, neither can there be, within a narrower sphere,

without matter, nor matter without spirit. Matter is
determined by us quite as much as we are determined by
matter. As we have made and defined the two words and
concepts, matter and spirit, they are now inseparable; and

total of

immanent

force

Natures capacities and powers, which

though divided like the billows are united like the sea,
constituting from everlasting to everlasting an unbroken
unity, while producing that variety of form and mania phenomenon
festation among which is personality
so complex and in which there are such concentration
and intensity of force as to make it unique, and to seem

—

in

its

and strength

fulness

natural order, as tho'

it

apart

exist

to

were detatche

pendent, autonomous, giving

from the

isolated, inde-

',

rise to the belief that its

distinguishing characteristics are the essential attributes

of the universal source and basis of
personality

is

it

modes, the

But

activity.

ties, to

the universal order from

which

moment severed; and it is one of the
highest known to us, of the universal power

never for

is

all

connected, as science can demonstrate, by

countless invisible
a

that manifests itself to us with such wonderful wealth

and diversity of form.

CONCERNING BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
the Editors:

be kind enough to send me the names of a (ew
little girl ten years old to read that are
In using the
instructive and entertaining without being religious.
word religious, 1 mean in the general acceptance of the term. I

Would vou

good books

find

matter for the universal object.

lives out»ide of the universe,

universal spirit" or universal

sum

the

To

Max Midler, in his lecture concluded
The Open Court: "Matter and

spirit are correlative,

God

spin round His finger.

it

"The
is

'

and

lets

dwells within and not without."

thought

all

God is pure myth"Alas!" exclaims Goethe,

idea of a personal

"for the creed whose

And rolls through all things."
Mental phenomena are no more exempt from causation than are material phenomena, and if we were able
to see the contents and condition of any mind and to
calculate the forces which would operate upon it, we
tainty as

"The

ology," says Schleiermacher.

impels

objects of

all

thinkable consistently with philosophical ideas," observes
Fichte.

"Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man
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it

verv

suitable for a

difficult

books that do not treat
Perhaps a list of
more than one mother tnat

to get children's

largelv about a personal

God and

immortality.

such books might be interesting to
reads

The Open Cocrt.

Yerv truly yours,
Mrs. C. H.

spirit

the

two systems

of philosophy, materialism and spirit-

ualism, have no sense

merged

we

of monistic realism

To
versal

those

who

power

Tyndall:

by themselves, but

will have to be

higher system of idealism."

in the

insist that

I

we must
we reply

think of the uniin

the words of

attempt to give the power which

is

manifested in the universe an objective form, personal
or otherwise,

slips

it

forms

is

away from- me, declining

all

manip-

note asks a question which in various

so often repeated

that their children should

by parents

grow up

logical bias or prejudice that

our views
It

is

we

who

free

are desirous

from any theo-

very willingly give here

on the subject.

natural

selves found

should say.)

as a personality,

"When

(In a system

The above

enough

difficulty, as

that parents

they

grew

who have them-

into a

wider sphere

of thought, in emancipating their own minds from the
influence of false dogmas and narrow creeds imbibed in

vouth and enforced by the books they then read, should
object to allowing their children to begin life thus prejudiced; but in this age of general diffusion of

knowledge

ulation.
I dare not, save poetically, use the pronoun
'He' regarding it; I dare not call it 'Mind;' I refuse to
call it even a
Cause.'
Its mystery overshadows, but
it remains a mystery, while the subjective frames which

and of steadily growing liberalism in the churches, and

my

a well selected library of standard works children should
be turned loose "to browse as they please among all its

'

neighbors try to

crate it."
logic

make

it

fit

simply distoit and dese-

"Belief in the personality of

cramp,'" says Emerson.

"A

God

personal

is

a 'theo-

God

is

not

out,

it

seems

to us that this fear

is

in

great part ground-

less.

But though we believe with Charles

treasures, secure to pass the evil without

Lamb

that in

knowing

it

to

—
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be

and

evil,

from

when books
by

gain the incalculable good that comes

to

good books;" yet in these days
sorts come tumbling from the press

familiarity with

tons,

it

of all

would be

a

help for parents anxious to guide
of true knowledge and

their children in the direction

which additions
could be frequently made, of the books which would
be of the most help to young readers in these direcmorality to have a

the highest

to

list

Edward Eg-

In one of the magazines lately Rev.
gleston gave

a list of

the books which had been most

We did not see the article, but have
helpful to him.
read various criticisms of his taste and judgment because
some

of the character of

it is

quite as true that

These

those aids.

of

cisms could not but be unjust, for

"what

reading as in eat-

in
is

criti-

one man's meat

is

Lessons might be gained for Mr. Eg-

another's poison."

gleston from books which might be hurtful to the morals

Jones and insipid or worthless to the mind of
Thus it is very difficult for even the
an Emerson.
wisest parent to guide unerringly the literary tastes of
his children, and the wiser the parent the less would he
of a

hope

Sam

to

do

developing

But

so.

it

wise to place before the

is

still

intellect invitations to

of the best in

all

good

directions.

growth by the choice
That is the utmost

their

necessary

and morals.

intellect

let

the children read freely

while taught to use their reason

may be prepared

evolution of man's

in the

part

So

—

so doing
that they
and without prejudice.

in

to think clearly

So only can their minds grow symmetrical
and their thought develop harmoniously.
The genius of the very best writers in
ments for grown people

is

in

wisdom

all

depart-

now-a-days enlisted for the

Except

in

books

directly intended

Sunday-school use, there

is

in

orthodox

for

comparatively

has a decidedly theological tendency

that

little

these days of

growing liberalism. Since the note which we print
was received we have looked carefully through the
contents of

three

magazines for youth

for the

cur-

month, Wide-Awake, St. Nicholas and Treasure
Trove, and can find nothing directly theological in any

rent

them, and stranger

God and

parent of to-day

is

not "

The question with the
Where can I find suitable read-

ing?" but " What shall I choose from this over-abundance?" If we were to choose a small library for the
use of a child of ten or twelve years, our choice

would

be somewhat as follows:
In history, Dicken's

Child's History of

England,

Col. Higginson's Child's History of the United States,

and Edward Clodd's Childhood of the World- in biography, Plutarch's Lives, Barton's Captains of Industry,

Sarah K. Bolton's Girls Who Became Famous, and
Eldredge S. Brooks and Miss Jane Andrews' series of
biographical

short

sketches

travel, Livingstone, Stanley,

der's

for

Du

young

readers;

in

Chaillu, Horace Scud-

Bodley books, Louise Alcott's Shawl Straps, and
Hale's various Family FligJits through

Edward Everett

different countries, are all delightful reading; in science,

R. A. Proctor's Light Science for Leisure Hours,

that should be done.

of

done

benefit of the rising generation.

tions.

ing

COURT.

still,

no direct reference even

immortality, save in some few verses.

to

Writers

Egbert Craddock, Louise Imogen Guiney,
H. H. Boyesen, Frank R. Stockton, Palmer Cox, Margaret Sydney, Lizzie Champney, Elbridge S. Brooks,
Sarah K. Bolton, Rev. Edward A. Rand, Edward
Everett Hale and many others, give lessons in courage,

like Charles

in truth, in history, in art, in

medicine, in helpful

and healthful play, without bringing
creed, dogma, or orthodox religion.

in

work

any reference

to

Arabella
Treat's

Buckley's series of Science Studies,

Home

Mary

Studies in Nature, Felix Oswald's zoo-

Trench On the Study of Words, and
of Science Primers; in fiction,
Louise Alcott's Old Fashioned Girl, Little Men and
Little Women, Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland,
sketches,

logical

the Appleton's

series

Around the Afoon
and 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Charles Kingsley's
Anstey's Vice T'ersa, Jules Verne's

Water Babies, Dicken's David Copperfield, Dombey <&
Old Curiosity Shop, Christmas Carols and
Nicholas Nicklcby, George Eliot's Mill on the Floss,
Frances H. Burnett's Little Lord Fauntleroy and
Son,

Home and Tlie Neighbors; in
Wordsworth, Longfellow, Whittier and Bryant.
To these we would add Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies and
Ethics of the Dust, Charles and Mary Lamb's Tales
from Shakespeare, the Grimm brothers' Fairy 7^ales,
Fredrika Bremer's

poetry,

we

Hans

Christian Andersen's works, and even such old

would by no means choose to keep children in ignorance
of creeds or dogmas.
The harm done by them has
been in limiting the study of these by orthodox parents
to each parent's particular creed and church tenets.
Ignorance is always harmful. The child who does not
know what creeds are is unprepared to pass judgement
as to their truth or untruth, nor will a spirit of mere
contempt for creeds be shown by anv unbelieving

books

as

parent

who

has

come

to his

his search after truth, for, as

For

ourselves,

^Esofis Fables, Gulliver's Travels, Robinson

Crusoe, The Arabian Nights' Entertainment and
1

Pil-

ofinis Progress.

Children are usually thorough

realists

and like books

which convey truths by example, rather than
didactic works which bore them by wearisome preachIn the above incomplete list we have aimed only
ing.
to give a few hints to those who, like our correspondent,
of action

unbelief in the course of

have probably no time to search for themselves for such

Mrs. Oakes-Smith,

literature as they prefer their children to read.

in

her

poem, "The Creedman," beautifully shows, creeds have

s.

a. u.

—

THE OPEN COURT.
BRAINS AND SEX.

effect that " the brain

The incidental mention of relative and absolute brain
weights and sizes of the sexes, by an author in the
Popular Science Monthly last April, brought out a
rather peppery reply and a rejoinder in succeeding numCorrelative articles made a timely appearance
bers.*
in the

July issue.f

Time honored post-mortem
sneered

statistics

were

cited

and

but the verv evident fact was maintained that

at,

was

the average female brain weight

379

less

than that of

of

increases with the use

we make

it."

Hammond

Dr.

defends his position by asserting that

women

the mental differences of the sexes are due to

civilization.
He does not deny that there are
some female brains of superior weight and that some
woman have excelled, mentally, but as a rule he holds

them by

that

women

are logically defective.

Romanes

women

alleges for

a

comparative absence

the male.

of originality, particularly in the higher levels of

was made by Dr. Hammond, who
a boy or girl does not grow in
size after the seventh year; so that the hat that is worn
How
at that age can be worn just as well at thirty."
the doctor could have made such a blunder is incon-

lectual

The worst

error

"the head of

stated that

He

ceivable.

reconsidered the matter and substituted

brain for head, but that could not dispose of the hat
preposterousness.

The main points brought out are as follows:
The brain of the child is larger in proportion
body than

is

to

its

that of the adult, but immaturity should

work, but there

no disparity

is

in

young girls
same age. After development the male has the greater power of amassing knowlWoman's information is less wide and deep and
edge.
thorough than that of a man. In musical execution he
The female lacks judgment and
concedes equality.
impartiality but is more refined in her sense faculties,
her perceptions are more rapid, thoughts swifter, but

acquisition after adolescence;
acquisitive than bovs of the

Her

superficial.

will control

emotions

and

unstable

less,

is

of display and

temper

her

Coyness,

shallow.

admiration, for pageants,

have reached adult life.
The skull of the human male is of greater capacity
than that of the female, and civilization increases the
difference.
The average male brain weighs a little over

females are superior, but their passive courage

ounces, the female a

forty-nine

ounces, or about five ounces

less.

little

over forty-four

The

proportion being

Relatively to the weight of the bedy the difference
is

in

favor of

women.

The body

of the female

shorter

is

and weighs less than that of the male. Thus in man
the weight of the brain to that of the body average as
in women it is as 1 :^6-[6, a difference of
1 :36.50, while
.04 in her favor.

A

large brain

may have

its

gray

cortical

substance

fortitude

man

the frontal lobe, separated from the posterior

courage of endurance

which bears and

rather than

The

specific gravity

is

greater in male than female

brains, but this increases in insanity

The

doctor makes a

differences of the sexes, based

and old age

in

both

allusion to the mental

fair

upon the foregoing, but

remarks into implying female
incapacity and inferiority.
She quotes Topinard to the

his critic

construes

his

"Brain Forcing in Childhood," by Win. A. Hammond,
Brain Weight," by Helen H. Gardener; "Men's and Women's Brains, an
answer to Miss Helen H. Gardener and the Twenty of the Leading Brain
Anatomists, Microscopists and Physicians of New York,' " by Wm. A. HamM. D. " Sex and
;

not so

They persuade

rather

as a

faithful

expression of the

reality of

Romanes

attributes

all

not

their

to

this

having

enjoyed the same educational advantages as men, and
accords women preeminence in affection, sympathy,
devotion, self-denial, modesty, long-suffering, reverence,

matters

in small

cent, of the total brain length in the male, 31.3 per cent,

female.

is

resignation

things."

nature of

fissure of

defies, as

than convince and value belief as a source of consolation

judgment

sexes.

the

which bears and bends. They rarely love truth, though
they adore what they call 'the truth,' or opinions
derived from others, and hate vehemently those who difTheir thinking is a mode of feeling, they
fer from them.

Rolando," affords 43.9 per

by the "

portion

in the

"In

religious feeling and morality.

thinner than a smaller brain.
In

much

:

are generous but not in opinion.

100:90.

Romanes

society and even "scenes," characterize her.

concurs with Lecky

is

caprice,

vanity, love

after they

intel-

powers of
being more

many studies being undertaken in youth.
The men and women who have made the most of
themselves are those who have began to study hard

prevent too

not

advantages offered

having availed themselves of the

is

required.

man

Feminine

taste

is

good

but untrustworthy where intellectual

He

attributes

much

to the coarser

suppressing female chances for equality,

and holds that the coyness, caprice and allied weaknesses
and petty deceits are acquired and inherited self-defense

by natural and sexual selection.
have room only to indicate some important
matters that were wholly neglected or but merely
hinted at by The Popular Science Monthly writers.

traits, intensified

We

The

processes of development

known

as

embryology

alone settle the matter of sex differentiation, and pro-

claim

woman

to

be a very highly organized being

'

mond, M. D.

t" Human Brain Weights," by Joseph Simms, M. D.
ences of

Men

and Women," by George

J.

Romanes.

;

"

Mental

Differ-

exquisitely adjusted to an important

life

relation, that

dominates her intellectually as well as physically, affording her the advantage of mental refinements and the

:

;

THE OPEN COURT.

3 So

disadvantage of physical inferiority. In the offspring there
is a fusion of advantageous traits that at first belong- to

the question of "Separation of

both sexes unequally; acquired beauties of form or char-

France,

sexual

acter that

The mental and

selection

and perfects.

perpetuates

physical superiority of the average male

Prof. Albert Reville, from

whose pen a paper on
Church and Sate" in
number of The Open

is commenced
in this
Court, was born in Dieppe, France, November

He became

1S26.

needs the amiable governance of the female disposition.

Protestant

This is most apparent in mining countries where males
preponderate and unconsciously grow coarse in their

pastor of the

manners and ways of thinking.

dc Critique Religieuse (i860),

The microscope

has transferred the conception of

He

F Evangile Selcn S. A/atthieu
de

Mere

tique

weight counts for nothing, except for the
crudest generalizations.
Of more consequence are the
brain

not

lines

transcendent,

development

the

of

les

Orthodoxes

ligions at the College

in

brains,

between brain

parts,

and of equal,

and
Also given two

vessels.

de France, Paris.

for this journal

supply blood to the brain will determine stupidity in
one and intellect in the other. Intelligence depends

scholar

we

more upon

whom

the article

To Mr.

Sttrutou, fellow-laborer in

the quantitative relating fibers of parts of

upon weights, and a forty-ounce brain
may have a more intricate microscopic development than
one that weighs fifty ounces.
The normal brain exists in ratios related to muscular
development and the brain weighing methods fully
the brain than

there

is

is,

woman
in

is

man

the equal of

in this par-

proportion to physical development

no difference

in the associated

brain quantity in

the sexes.

New avenues are opening up to women and decades
change our views concerning women's capacities. Let
there be the fullest chance for her development.
She
cannot surpass

in

certain

matters, but

let

opportunity

and not a priori prejudice settle what she can and cannot do.

It is idle to

fear that she will

become the

lectual

and

Race.

There are physiological reasons

physical

monster of

Bulwer's

intel-

Coming

that set limits

for both sexes.

and

reluctantly leave
unsaid.

Tenny-

son's verse appropriately helps our closing:

*****

"The woman's

cause is man's! they rise or sink
Together, dwarfed or godlike, bond or free.

In obtaining an

from the distinguished French

are largely indebted to the personal influence

effort of

our contributor, Theodore Stanton, through

came to us accompanied with
from Professor Reville, which reads as follows:

Open Court
drawing-room, not far from the Champs
Elysees, where you had gathered together a brilliant and charming party, you did me the honor to solicit from me, for The Open
Court, an article on the separation of Church and State as connected with the actual condition of France. I now fulfill the
promise that I then made you, offering at the same time an
apology for the delay with which you would have a right to reproach me. But latterly I have been altogether absorbed bv the
lectures that I was delivering at the College of France on the antique Roman religion, and by the course that I was giving at the
Sorbonne on the history of Christian dogmas.
*
*
*

—

The following passage from a recent letter of Mrs.
Cady Stanton to the editors of The Open
Court, will be read with interest by those admirers of
Elizabeth

George

who have

Eliot

been interested

sion as to the influence of her marriage to

"I dined

life

and writings.

even.ng

last

at

me

I

He

had the post of honor

handed

me

at his right

I

editor of

Yet

inestimable blessing to her as his devotion

in

the long years liker

must they grow;

She mental breadth, nor

Nor

fail in

childward care,

lose the childlike in the larger

Till at the last she set herself to

mind;
man,

Like perfect music unto noble words."

asked his opinion.

He

said

it

a

that

is

a

disputed

hindrance to

shielded her from
a

many

highly emotional

point
her,

I

he (Lewes) was an

was

rous and sincere; that he helped her in every

was

Among

him.

asked him about George Eliot, as she was

two years in his family. As
whether Lewes was a help or

The man be more of woman, she of man
He gain in sweetness and in moral height,
Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world;

The

cut to dinner,

hand which gave

the opportunity of a long talk with

other things

the discus-

Mrs. Stanton writes:

John Chapman's,

Westminster Review.
and

in

George Henry

woman is not undeveloped man,
But diverse: could we make her as the man,
Sueet Love were slain: his dearest bond is this,
Not like to like, but like in difference.
For

a note

Dear Sir — In your

Lewes upon her

The subject is exhaustless and we
much that we wished to dilate upon

"

Cri-

le

S63),

article

ticular; that

devant

blood

and gray matter

(i

brains exactly alike a difference in the heart's ability to

demonstrate that

et

importance, the disposition

relative quantities of white

if

Renan devant

i\I.

Eudes Critiques Sur
La Vie de Jesus

(1S62),

Notre Christ ianisme et Notre Bon Droit
(1^64), Historire du Dogtne dc la Divinite de Jesus
Christ (1S69), and author of several volumes of sermons
and many essays in theological reviews and numerous
translations of religious works from the English and the
German. He now fills the chair of the History of Re-

the associating nerve bundles, that pass in showers of

minute telegraph

Church at Nimes and Luneray, and in 1S51
Walloon church at Rotterdam, Holland.
author of De la Redemption (1859), Essais

is

degrees of intelligence from gross to finer morphology.

4,

the French

a leading minister of

He

adverse winds.

woman, strong

in

chival-

way and
said

she

her feelings

and needed love; hence her relations with both her hus
bands were natural and necessary to her well-being."
This testimonv accords with that given so abundantly

—

,

THE OPEN COURT.
George Eliot's own letters and in the inscriptions
made by her on successive MSS. of her writings, as
when she says, " I am very happy happy in the high-

in

—

est blessing life

can give

the perfect love and sym-

us,

pathy of a nature that stimulates
"

activity."

He

Mr. Lewes sends

his

He

makes

a

for

me
it."

martyr of himself

business letters.

For,
aside

letter, for

can do very well without

more about getting approbation

Is

in

— studies

healthful

writing

he cares

than for him" Mr. Lewes

my

all

notes and

not that being a sublime husband?

own being

the while there are studies of his

all

to

kind regards to you.

was very pleased with your

too,

self.

my own

which are

seventh heaven

a

put

him."

to

The MS. of "Adam Bede" bears the following inscription: "To my dear husband, George Henry Lewes, I give
the MS. of a work which would never have been writwhich

ten but for the happiness

on

my

love has conferred

his

life."

we shall begin the publication
on Monistic Mental Science, by

In the next number
of a series of articles

Dr. S. V. Clevenger, and regret that the

was crowded out

series

based upon

presentation

lar

of this issue.
fifteen

nervous and mental phenomena

first

of the

will be a

It

years'

popu-

stud}'

in their biological

of

rela-

have wealth

3S1
applied to noble ends, to better

will be

it

the condition of his fellows;

Even poverty can be

which are

tainly has advantages,

pens to aid multitudes to

The world needs

a

set forth

of writers

who

and honest}'.
relish for

not because there

It is

The
is

kind of writing, that there are so few

this

successful books of this kind, so

much

as because of the

"goody-good" way in which they
are written.
Let Mr. Haggard, with his undoubted
ability, play a trick upon his readers that they will
never forget but readily forgive, by taking for his hero
one who has an object in life worthy of the man and the
jaundiced, whining

Or in
who fight

times.

other words,

apes

for lust and cocoanuts.

tell

man, and not of

of a

The last of Professor F. Max Midler's lectures on
"The Science of Thought," given at the Royal InstiLondon,

tution,

of

March,

last

The Open Court.

concluded

is

Some

from the author

lately

be printed

will

D. Conwav)

our next

in

laudatory.

securing for

in

*

columns, will soon be
in a

*

#

in

the Princeton

profession that ministers

to a surprised

should learn something of what they

t

thinks that there has been altogether too

ilk

about.

much

He

sneering

theory of evolution by preachers whose only idea
is that it claims man to have descended

*

=/f

its

Rev. Phillips Brooks, of Boston,

Review suggests

at the
%:

3fc

issue.

was very
Mr. Moncure

by The Open Court Publishing Company

issued

Dr. Clevenger's

Comparative Physiology and Psychology, Chicago,
This is a very able and thoughtful
1SS5, Chap. XII.
book." Other competent reviewers have been equally

number

in this

additional notes received

These valuable lectures, which this journal

evolution of consciousness in the

well treated in

virtue

a positive dis-

is

handsome pamphlet.

kingdom

will, with-

put forth the unparalleled happiness of plain

Psychology, page 237, quoting Dr. Clevenger, on conanimal

cer-

out the cant and churchly platitudes of the last century

fortunate (with the influence and aid of

sciousness, says: "

it

by masterly

above continual discontent.

rise

new crop

Wm. W. Ireland, M. D. (Edin.), formerly of
Her Majesty's Indian Army, in his recently published
book The Blot on the Brain, Studies in History and

tions.

same ends.

genius, the

if

invested with beauties, and

of that theory

The popular

novel

may

usually be taken into con-

People

sideration in estimating the average taste.

who

page of any standard, thoughtful
abundance of time to wade through Hag-

are too busy to read a

work,

find

gard's stories or similar nonsense.

" which

The

terra incognita

of

life,"

Africa

may

the fountain

be

made

of

to contain the

youth,

the philoso-

pher's stone, the mines of Solomon, giants, dwarfs, any-

thing you please.

Jules

Verne

and wonder adroitly

of the

knowing; but

Haggard order make wealth, and

what

in

novelists

incidentally, the

possession of a lovely female the only desiderata.

It is

to

will not study

tells

up the living

BV J.

make you

What

then

Simply

am

I to

to live the life that's

given

And
So

to the

unknown

will I pass

And coming
Where'er

life's

hero

for will-

to the

future leave the rest

journey through.

end of

may,
ever I have done

this,

my

earthly stay,

I

my memory

If their

to-day.

ing hands:

So made

for.

me

Wholly to cast myself into the present hour.
Wherever duty calls, or human suffering waits

think that sensuous pleasures are not the only

things in the world worth striving

ranters

F. D.

heart clean and used

The high

away from

issues of the day.

do?

Know
Kept my

manner.

that as congregations

CONCLUSION.

order of writers will strive

a prostitution of talents to cater to vulgar ideas of life
in this

who

takes advantage of curi-

to teach his readers

the end they are better off for

them

better informed they will drop

is

heart's content.

osity

He

a

grow

1-

always a terrible country," may be peopled
and equipped by the wonder pandering author, to the

"secret

monkey.

from

throughout

all

my

best,

my

utmost power.

dear to kindred souls, and blest

lands.

—
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THROUGH WHAT HISTORICAL CHANNELS

DID'

BUDDHISM INFLUENCE EARLY

Part

For many years
and

literary

their surroundings

of

thinkers have

them who
a

which

ought to be
trammeled by

felt

are not

have for the most part

that there has been

felt

close connection,

convinced

and that the

younger Western sister has borrowed many of the ideas
and some of the legends and parables of the older Eastern brother; whilst the scientific evolutionist, who can
neither find a first man, first rose, nor first anything, has
stood apart silently scouting the idea of a first faith
either of Jew or Gentile, Buddhist or Christian.
To
such an one the prophet or reformer, be he Buddha,
Mahamad or Luther, is but the apex or figure-head of a

pyramid the foundations of which were

long before

laid

his birth.
The reformer contributed, indeed, to the
beauty and symmetry of what may have then appeared

a formless structure,

and made

but even he himself

may

it

useful to his fellows;

work

out a

mayhap

inscrutable

and eternal law.

Such a theory of evolution argues for
Buddhism before Buddha and Christianity before
Christ, and to this the sage of Buddha Gaya agreed in
regard to himself, when he said he " was only the fourth

a

Tathagata."

Many scholars are now of opinion that from Northern India to trans-Oxiana, in the lone mountain caves,
especially

Afghanistan and

of

— was

cities,

),

Kashmir, and in the
Bamian and others
Balk and other important

well as in

as

the precepts and practices familiar to us as of the

Buddhism were well known to the Asiatic
world. These were, it is believed, promulgated there by
the third Buddha, Kasyapa, and his followers some one

essence of

thousand years before the royal Brahman heretic of
Kapila Vasta arose to combat priestcraft ami the agnostic

heresies of the

in the

Yet

Sankhya philosophic

seventh century

the

B.C.

— led

ultra-evolutionist, as

schools, then

by the Rishi Kapila.

well as most students of

and religions, have long felt, as Professor Max
Midler expressed himself three years ago, that "we
should be extremely grateful to anybody who would
point out the historical channels through

which Bud-

dhism had influenced early Christianity."*
long made

researches, extending over

it

dhist thought
•

*

India:

quite clear to

me

westward prior

What Can

It

Teach Us?

first cognizance of the Gospels
and historically plain, and I put the

many

to

do so

had
that the advance of Bud-

to the

P. 279.

teaching of Christ

once before the public as of

moment; and

as far as the limits of a

I

will

now

good author-

days of maturer knowledge, came

in these

try-

popular review admit.

Sir William Jones, although no longer a
ity

the

to

conclusion, after a long course of original research in the

sacred writings of India, that "the Sramans or Buddhist

monks

Egypt must have met together and

of India and

instructed each other," and this

metaphorically

is

to

still

some extent the conclusions of many scholars; but scientific thought demands that we produce our proofs, or
very close and conclusive evidence of the early western

march of Buddhism.

We

premise that our readers have somewhat studied

Buddhism;

the history of

that they

know

twenty-six centuries since the groves of

about

is

it

Buddha Gaya

and woodland colleges of Nalanda sent forth a new goswork for our fellows of doing good without

pel of

seeking reward here or hereafter

— and

twelve hundred years; and that

human

the

him

as a

still

first

and follies peculiar
adopted it.

Every

religion has

the greater

had

many

revere

new

doctrines,

each race and land which

to

to

ethical purity

its

over

high and pure teaching

of their faith with all the varied old and
rites

for

about one-third of

race profess to do so; that too

god, mixing up the

and

that India

trans-India followed and upheld the teacher

submit to

this ordeal,

and want of forms,

and

rituals

and ceremonies, so much the more have the busy multifall back on some tangible

tude sought to frame and

symbolism without which they do not
a veritable piety.

" their

Lord

will

come again

who,

" Kalki,"

as

a

like

to

believe

Hindu Avatara,

all

543

King
B.C.,

extent

enemies and efface

evil

is

then

to-

and unbelief.

us that Gotama, the Buddha, the son
Oudh, was born about 623, and died in
though these dates are disputed to some tiifling

History
of a

the

of Light," riding a milk-

white steed and wielding a golden scimitar,

overthrow

that

redeem His people,"

the tenth

"Lord

they have

feel that

Millions of Buddhists

appearing as Maitri,

tells

of

— here of no consequence.

he died in 500
years,

at

pressing importance at this

history

My own

have

dence and conclusions

passes leading therefrom (like the
into Baktria

we

critics,

sufficiently

some specialists less busy and
more competent than myself would attend to it. But a
literary friend, looking over some of my own researches
in connection with a polyglot Dictionary of Comparative Religions, has begged me to place some of the evi-

be called an evolution of the

growths around him— a necessity of the times, and a
force which would have been produced had he never
been born. Circumstances but led up to the production
of a suitable nature to

how much more soto many

subject aside, assured that

past this has been a question

scientific

Those

answered.

I.

— and

170 A.c, the date when, according

learned

FORLONG, AUTHOR OF "RIVERS OF LIFE."

J. G. R.

Christian literature

rise of

before

CHRISTIANITY?
BY GENERAL

and

COURT.

birthplace

full

B.C., at

especially

men

far

from

that
his

of years and honors.

All nations, says the
" have drank

We will assume

Kusa Nagara, not

more or

Rev. Dr.

less

Eitel,

of China,

of his sweet poison," and

of learning and philosophy

— nay, even

THE OPEN COURT.
the Christian missionaries themselves according to Sir
E. Reid's "Japan" (see i. 70 et sa/.); where this author
details

the close similitudes existing between Buddhist

and Christian parables, miracles and legends, and the
It is on account of
Essenic doctrines of the Jordan.
this parallelism that students have sought such confirmatory

evidence

history

as

affords

of the

westward

approach of early Buddhism, and of that last Buddhist
the
wave which, in 250 B.C., surged from its centre
in the
capital of the Magadha empire of the Ganges

—

—

good and pious Asoka, the
"Buddhist Constantine," but who, says the
Rev. Isaac Taylor, is scandalized by such a comparison.
("Alphabet," ii. 293.)
For some 300 years before this the faith of " Sakya
the Muni" had been diligently and kindly pressed upon
the people of India and all the valleys of Kashmir and
Afghanistan by argument, precept and example; for
Gotama Buddha was a quiet evangelist, desiring to
reform the corrupt faiths of his country after having
first reformed himself by study and meditation for many
years in the sequestered forests of Raja Grihaa practice we see followed by Pythagoras (perhaps a Buthaguru) and other reformers like Apollonius of Tyana.
The Brahmans merely looked on Buddha as the
establisher of a new monastic order; and when he told
his early disciples that he was going to renounce idle
meditation and prayer, and go forth into the busy world
to preach a gospel of good works, they forsook him and
Brahmans eventually considered his life and
fled.
teaching to be so good that they claimed and still
acknowledge him as the ninth incarnation of their solar
god.
They did not look upon him as driving all men
proselytising reign of the

so-called

—

into

a lazy

monasteries; but regarded his teach-

life in

we do Christ's — that if we are willing and able,
we may "sell all and follow the Lord." Brahmanism
ing as

only rejected

Buddha because he

he did not know, especially

in

annihilation and transmigration doctrines.

was held
which he had

ing these he
schools

Asoka, though

to

what

refused to assert

regard to their animistic,

For

reject-

be as atheistic as the philosophic-

risen to oppose.

good Buddhist, was

a believer in
" Isana, Brahma, or an ineffable spirit," confessing this
in his

a

Lat and Rock

inscriptions, so that

we may

term

383

to procure.
*
*
* All government must
be guided by religion, and law ruled by it. Progress is
only possible by religion, and in it must we find
difficult

security."

In another edict he defines religion as "consisting in

committing the

least evil possible, in

in practicing pity, charity, veracity,

pure

life."

These were

his views when presiding over the third
great Buddhist Council of Patna, of about
309 is.c.
the second having met say most Buddhists in
443, considered to be the first centenary of " the Master's death."

The Padma Purana

affirms that

customs and ideas of Buddhism; and the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian says he found in 400 A.c. a Buddhist sect
who acknowledged only the teachings of the Buddhas
prior to

Sakya Muni.

Nowhere

did he find, nor do we to-day, that these
pre-Buddha prophets were denied or their teachings
rejected.
On the contrary, Gotama's teaching is particularly esteemed as confirmatory of and emphasizing
that of the earlier Tathagatas.

his

faith,

man, and very zealous

using with this object

all

his

manifold opportunities as the head of a great empire,

and

all

the influence

which

this

gave him with foreign

powers, ambassadors and literary foreigners.

On

one of

his

—

Lats he inscribed " Without extreme
world and the next is

zeal for religion, happiness in this

All are held to be alike

by the first or Adi Buddha. Oxiana, with Balk
and Samarkand, appear to have been early centers of
this faith; and Sir H. Rawlinson points to some monumental remains* of it in bricks, etc., see his remarks on

inspired

We

Buddha preceding Sakya Muni.

Kasyapa, the

are assured that Kasyapa's followers existed long prior
to the

cave-dwelling Sacac, those Indo-Skythic propawho before and after the time of Darius I.

gandists

dwelt

in every mountain-pass where they could meet
and converse freely with travelers, and thus widely propagate their doctrines.
Gradually the caves were

enlarged, so as to accommodate even five hundred listeners, like

some

in the

Bamian

pass; and these, as well as

the " cave towns," are universally

mana and Ka-ku-sandka,
a highly religious

older

Mahabharata were waged between Buddhists and Brahthis pre-Gotama Buddhism died out
in the time of Ripunjava of Magadha.
(See Dutfs India, and the Puranas he quotes.)
Other Puranas written about the time the Vedas
were codified, mention Buddha and the leading doctrines,

other leaders.

Asoka was

is

mans, and that
about 900 B.C.,

pilgrims

propagating

Buddhism

than Vedantism and anterior to the era of Aranyakas
and Upanishads, and that the wars described in the

him and most of his pious followers Stoics. We see
that he was acquainted with the leading current phases
of Western thought, and apparently with Zenon and

in

doing much good,
and in leading a

the

aries,

found

to

be

the Chinese

Balk, had as predecessors

in

Konaga-

apparently zealous mission-

coeval with the Jewish patriarchs, and, like

them
There
regarding these pre-Gotama

—suggestively

four of twenty-four
is

acknowledged

work of Buddhists.
The Kasvapa-B»dd/i/sts whose remains

a considerable literature

solar in idea.

—

Buddhas, especially the third and second " the son of
Jaina," and probably a Jaina Tirthankara, who is said
^Central Asia,
September, 1SS5.

p. 246, etc.;

and Proceedings Royal Geographical Society,

—
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have preached as far east as the lower Ganges in 2100
Sabeans were then removing from their South
Arabian home about Safa to the Turano-Kuthite kingdoms on the Euphrates, as well as seaward to India and
to

B.C.*

In 1S00

Ceylon.

B.C., a

counter-move took place west-

The colonists on the lower Indus, the home of
Ikshvakas and other Sakae of Gotama's Sakya stock,
then moved into Abyssinia; so the circulation of thought

ward.

by land as by water.
In the twelfth century B.C., Ayodhia was the imporHindus
tant Indian capitol of the kingdom of Oudh.
were then maturing their astronomical calculations; and
the Chinese taught the obliquity of the ecliptic and were

would be pretty

Tao or " Way of Life and Peace."
These were inculcated by the sage Laotsi, who came
from the borders of India,f where he had caught up a
sort of Indo-Buddhist Brahmanism, which he adapted in
He
his Taotist Bible to Chinese modes of thought.
was closely followed by the philosophical schools of
Confucius, which rejected his animistic theories, and
like teaching of the

placed reliance rather on an agnostic and practical piety,

more congenial

to the

Chinese mind.

How many

waves of Buddhism surged back and forward between Oxiana and Central Asia toward India on
the southeast and to Khorasan and South Caspian States,
we can only guess; but one great wave clearly commenced some 1,000 years B.C., and though ever and
again swept back, or absorbed for a time

maintained

it

Koh-istan,
left its

itself

among

in

strange cur-

the fastnesses of the

Hindu-Kush and Himalayas, and everywhere

mark, and

finally established itself during, if not

before, the fifth century B.C., over all the mountains and
valleys from lower Kashmir into Western Persia and
From Tara natha's History of Buddhism and
Baktria.

Spiegel's Five Gat/ias,
existed in

we

Western Persia,

gather that Buddhist missions
in 450 B.C., during the reign

In Alabaster's Wheel of Law and Spence Hardy's Manual of Buddhism
Chap. IV., will be found some details regarding the previous Buddhas, more
The author quotes approvingly
Forbes's estimate of the times of the three preceding Gotamas, as given in the
Asiatic Societv's Journal of ]S36,from which we gatt.er that:
1. Kakltsanda lived about 3101 B.C., when the Turano-Akads were a civilized power in and around Babylonia and when Arabian Sabeans or Shemites,
were beginning to push them onward. 2. Ko-naga-mana lived about 2099
B.C., when Aryans were pressing on Turanian India, and Shemites ruling Babylonia and exploiting Turano- Egyptians, Kheta, Hamaths, etc. 3. Kasyapa
lived about 1014 B.C., the period predicted by the Chinese, but which they con-

especially of those of the present kalpa (age).

Gotama Sakya Muni.
Fa Hian says in our fourth century

fused with

Buddhists worshipped
these three as well as Gotama, and "the entire bones of Kasyapa, or the relics
of his entire body," then existed in Ayodhya (Oudh), which, says Spence
Hardy, " agrees with the Singhalese records." At the Sanchi tope of say 250
B.C., there are niches for all the four Buddhas, and an inscription urging devotees to give offerings to all; and on the great bell of the Rangoon pagoda it is
stated that in the Dagola are enshrined divine relics of the three Paiyas " or
deities preceding Gotama. Buddha, always recogni/.ed and revered the three, and
on leaving his forest retreat for Banares he visited thei.- thrones in a temple
there and proclaimed them of his Gotra or Brahman sect. The twenty Buddhas
previous to them were Kshalriyas of a further back Skythic, Sakaj, or Sakya
race that is, Sogdians B.iktrians. Kasyapa was a native of Kasi or Banares.

—

tF.

II.

Balfour's Taoist Texts.

that Baktrian

Longamanus and some were

of Artaxerxes

there and

then specially located and favored by him.
Jews had
then overrun all these countries,* and were striving to

and a sacred literature in Jiidea,f
while Greeks were listening to Sophokles, Sokrates and
Anaxagoras, then ventilating not a little Buddhistic
re-establish themselves

teaching:.

MONISM.

free as well as

stretching out their hands to Baktria, and in the seventh
and sixth centuries b. c. were absorbing the Buddhist-

rents,

—

If this be considered pure, unmitigated materialism,

I

will

have always tacitly regarded the contrast so loudly proclaimed between materialism and idealism (or by
whatever term one may designate the view opposed to the
former) as a mere quarrel about words. They have a common
foe in the dualism which pervaded the conception of the world
throughout the Christian era, dividing man into body and soul, his
existence into time and eternity, and opposing an eternal Creator toa created and perishable universe. Materialism, as well as idealism,
may, in comparison with this dualistic conception, be regarded as
monism, i. e., they endeavor to derive the totality of phenomena
from a single principle to construct the universe and life from,
the same block. In this endeavor one theory starts from above,
the other from below; the latter constructs the universe from
atoms and atomic forces, the former from ideas and idealistic
forces.
But if they would fulfill their tasks, the one must leap
from its heights down to the very lowest circles of nature, and to
this end place itself under the control of careful observation;
while the other must take into account the higher intellectual and.
ethical problems.
Moreover, we soon discover that each of these
not dispute

it.

In

fact, I

—

modes of conception,
"It

is

if

rigorously applied, leads to the other.

just as true," says Schopenhauer, "that the percipient

product of matter as that matter
cipient, but the proposition
tified,"
itly,

the

is

is

a

is a
mere conception of the per-

equally one sided."

"

We

are jus-

says the author of the History of Materialism, more explic-

"in assuming physical conditions for everything, even for

mechanism of thought; but we

are equally justified in con-

sidering not only the external world, but the organs, also, with

which we perceive it, as mere images of that which actually
exists."
But the fact always remains, that we must not ascribe
one part of the functions of our being to a physical, the other to a
spiritual cause, but all of them to one and the same, which may
be viewed in either aspect. David Frederick Strauss, The Old
Faith and the Ar ew, ff. ro, 20.
Whilst, then, we emphatically oppose the vital or teleological
view of animate nature which presents animal and vegetable
forms as the production of a kind Creator, acting for a definite
purpose,

or of a

creative

natural

force

acting

for

a definite

we must, on the other hand, decidedly adopt that view of
universe which is called the mechanical or causal. It may

purpose,
the

also be called the monistic, or single principle theory, as
to the two-fold principle, or dualistic theory,

which

is

implied in the teleological conception of the universe.

History of Creation, Vol. 1, p. 20.
This unity of all nature, the animating of

opposed

necessarily

Ernst

JIaeckel,

all

matter, the

power and corporeal substance, Goethe
"Matter can never exist and be
the words:

inseparability of mental

has asserted in

*Cf. Hue's Christianity in China

fThe Jews on

and

Tartar}',

i.

Chap.

I.

the Her-i-rud, as at Herat and Baktria, claim to have been

established there during the tumults bewailed by Jeremiah about 630 B.C. They
say Herat is the Hara of the Old Testament, well known to their "Savior"
Cyrus, and that the King ol Assyria drove two and a half of their tribes toward
Hara previous to the destruction ot their first temple. We have records of fights
between Jews and Mazdeans in Herat, regarding putting out lights. The
religion of the Her-i-rud valley and Baktria was well known in Syria in Asoka's
time (250 11. c); most of these countries be:ug then ruled by Syrian kino-sand

Greeks.

—

—

—

—

—
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active without mind, nor can

and unalterable laws, that there

principles of the

connection between phenomena, and

mind without matter." These first
mechanical conception of the universe have

been taught by the great monistic philosophers of all ages. Even
Democritus of Abdera, the immortal founder of the atomic
theory, clearly expressed them about 500 years before Christ; but
the great Dominican friar, Giordano Bruno, did so even more
explicitly.

—

When

//';'(/.,

/. 22.

a stone

ing to definite laws, or

into the

when

and

air,

earth accord-

falls to

in a solution of salt a crystal

phenomenon

triumph of the monistic conception of nature constitutes the
highest and most general merit of the theory of descent, as
reformed by Darwin. Ibid., p. 23.
Scientific materialism, which is identical with our monism,
affirms in reality no more than that everything in the world goes on
naturally
that every effect has its cause, and every cause its effect.
that is, the law of a necessary
It therefore assigns to causal law
connection between cause and effect its place over the entire

—

—

phenomena that can be known. Ibid., P-3J.
In order, then, to avoid in future the usual confusion of this

series of

we

materialism,

monism
as

moral

objectionable

utterly

think

it

The

or realism.

what Kant terms

of

our

with
the

call

is

monism is the same
mechanism," and of which he
there can be no natural science

quite inseparable from our non-miracu-

creation,

and characterizes

as

it

opposed to
history

the teleological belief in the miracles of a supernatural

of creation.

the world have

of the monistic or mechanical conception of

welcomed Agassiz's work with

delight,

and

find

a perfect proof of the direct creative action of a personal

it

God.

expressions of the

But thev overlook the

Creator

fact that this personal

is

organism, endowed with human attributes.
This low dualistic conception of God corresponds with a low
The
animal stage of development of the human organism.

human

phenomena which we have

appear as subject to fixed laws as

will,

any other natural phenomenon.

Indeed, each unprejudiced and

searching test applied to the action of our "free will" shows that
the latter

never really

is

causal conditions,

but

free,

always determined by previous

is

which are eventually

referable either to Heredity
Accordingly, we cannot assent to the popular
distinction between nature and spirit.
Spirit exists everywhere

or to Adaptation.
nature, and

in

science

we know

of

no

spirit

is

Every

entirely untenable.

real science

time both a natural and a mental science.
but in

nature,
2, /•

Hence,

outside of nature.

usual distinction between natural science and mental

also, the

nature.

is

Man

at the
is

The Evolution of Man,

Haeckcl,

same

not above
Vol.

454S-

He

[a critic]

knows

that

I

have repeatedly and emphatically
motion are but

conceptions of matter and

that our

asserted

symbols of an unknowable reality that this reality cannot be
that which we symbolize it to be; and that as manifested beyond
consciousness under the forms of matter and motion, it is the
same as that which, in consciousness, is manifested as feeling
and thought. Yet he continues to describe me as reducing everything to dead mechanism. If his statement on pp. 383-4 has
;

it means that there exists some " force opersome "external power" distinguished by him as
"mechanical," which is not included in that immanent force of
which the universe is a manifestation though whence it comes

any meaning

Ibid., p. 37.

The opponents
in

either

principle of this

it

the contrary, in the light of this monistic

been accustomed to regard as most free and independent, the

scientific

latter

" principles of

This principle
history

lous

materialism,

necessary to

expressly asserts, that without
at all.

On

conception of nature, even those

life

—

a necessary causal

that, accordingly, the

is

is neither more nor less a mechanical
than the growth and flowering of plants, than
the propagation of animals or the activity of their senses, than
the perception or the formation of thought in man. This final

formed, the

manifestion of

everywhere

is

whole
knowable universe forms one undivided whole, a " monon." It
further asserts, that all phenomena are produced by mechanical
causes [causae efficicntes], not by prearranged, purposive causes
Hence there is no such thing as "freewill" in
[causaefiliates].
the usual sense.

thrown

is

—

—

at all,

ating ab extra"

;

he does not

tell

This conception he speaks of as though

us.

it

onlv an idealized

were mine; making

more developed man

isms to the action of this
Yet he either
is distinct from the inscrutable cause of things.
knows, or has ample means of knowing, that I deny every such

of the present day is capable of, and justiconceiving that infinitely nobler and sublimer idea of God
which alone is compatible with the monistic conception of the
universe, and which recognizes God's spirit and power in all phefied in,

This monistic idea of God, which
belongs to the future, has already been expressed by Giordano
Bruno in the following words: "A spirit exists in all things,

nomena without

exception.

is

animated."

It is

" Certainly there

more beautiful worship of God than

that

of this noble

does not exist a

which needs no image,

but which arises in our heart from converse with nature."
arrive at the sublime idea of the unity of

God and

By

it

nature.

Hid., pp. 70, 71.

Undoubtedly every clear and logical thinker must draw
from the facts of comparative anatomy and ontogeny which
have been brought forward, a mass of suggestive thoughts and
reflections which cannot fail of their effect on the further devel-

opment
it

second cause; indeed he has himself classed me as an opponent
I recognize no forces within the organism, or with-

of dualism.

out the organism, but the variously conditioned modes of the
universal immanent force; and the whole process of organic
evolution
its

is

everywhere attributed by

me

to the cooperation of

variously-conditioned modes, internal and external.

Herbert

The expression "substance of mind," if we use it in any other
way than as the x of our equation, inevitably betrays us into
errors; for we cannot think of substance save in terms that imply
material properties. Our only course is constantly to recognize

itself,

we

ascribe the

by which it
Goethe says:

stance within

that

moulding of ogan"mechanical" "external power," which
I

Spencer, Principles of Biology, Vol. i,p. 401.

is

God

seem that

so small but contains a part of the divine sub-

and no body
idea of

it

of the philosophical study of the universe.

be doubted that these facts,

if

Neither can

properly weighed and judged

our symbols as symbols only and to rest content with that duality
of them which our constitution necessitates.

The unknowable,

as manifested to us within the limits of con-

sciousness in the shape of feeling, being no less inscrutable than
the

unknowable

as manifested

beyond the

without prejudice, will lead to the decisive victory of that philo-

ditioned form under

which being

which we distinguish, briefly, as monistic or
mechanical, in distinction from the dualistic or teleological, on
which most philosophical systems of ancient, mediaeval and
modern times are based. This mechanical or monistic philosophy asserts that everywhere the phenomena of human life, as
well as those of external nature, are under the control of fixed

unconditioned being

common

sophical tendency,

limits of consciousness

we approach no nearer to understanding the last
by rendering it into the first. The conditioned form under which
being is presented in the subject can not, any more than the conin other shapes,

chology,

The
globe

§

presented in the object, be the
1Kb., Principles of Psy-

63.

genetic or monistic origin and development of

life

on the

passing through the same phases, and is now on its
to recognition and admission to the class of truths

is fast

high way

whose

is

to the two.

opposite

is

^first

long

believed, because

wearing the

—— —

—

.
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outward garb of
I

~ol.

—

—

i, f.

Lester F, Ward,

reality.

Dynamic

Yet here in the dependence of the will we have a paradox
which clings with the utmost tenacity, even to the most enlightened of mankind. They have been compelled to admit the
monistic principle

the celestial bodies, in the inorganic world,

in

They may be even willing to agree
himself a genetic product, that brain has been mechanically evolved, that sensation and even thought are the effects
of antecedent causes, but when the great demi-god " will " is
perhaps

that

in

man

the organic world.

is

sought to be rolled in, they take
encroachment. Ibid., p. jo.

and

fright

this

resist

last

From the array of great names which philosophy and science have given to the world, I have singled out those of Auguste
Comte and Herbert Spencei as the subjects of these brief
sketches, not so much in consequence of any assumed preeminence in these two men above others, as because they alone, of
all the thinkers of the world, have the merit of having carried their
generalizations from the phenomena of inorganic nature up to
those of human action and social life. Of all the philosophers
that humanitv has brought forth, these two alone have conceived
and built upon the broad principle of the absolute unity of
Nature and her laws throughout all their manifestations, from the
revolutions of celestial orbs to the rise and fall of empires and
the vicissitudes of social 'customs and laws. This grand monistic
conception is the final crown of human thought, and was
required to round out philosophy into a form of symmetry, whose
Ibid., pp.
outlines, at least, admit of no further improvement.
142, 143.

Count Goblet

d'Alviella, in

his

Contemporary Evolution of

Religious Thought, refers to " monistic solutions in which
is

mind

looked upon as the property or manifestation of matter (material-

ism);

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sociology,
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made the outcome of mind (spiritualism);
where mind and matter are taken to be the
and the same mysterious reality (monism

where matter

is

COMMON CONSENT, THE

SOUL, IMMORTAL
AND THE GODHEAD.

St. Joseph, Mo.
have said respecting Common
Consent, Mr. Stevens has overlooked the distinction between
common consent in matters of opinion and the common acceptance of demonstrative reasoning respecting established truths.
He has thus been led to treat the subject of my essay illogically,
finally begging the whole question at issue.
In his closing paragraphs he asks whether the common consent of average minds
among men in regard to moral, religious (not speculative) and
spiritual questions, and as to the faiths and beliefs of men in
regard to God and immortal life, is not a legitimate and convincing
proof in itself, and one which no scientific or mathemalical demonstration can reach or unsettle, since it is not founded on intellectual conceptions or based on scientific information?
As this is
precisely the question at issue, and as Mr. Stevens has not even
touched the arguments I employed, it might seem almost idle to

To

the Editors:

In commenting upon what

discuss his letter; but

may
many
it

I

be well that

I

should point out the

who treat this matter
worthlessness of common consent in

mistakes into which

Stevens has, and the

fall

but as

ties,

subjects for the application

appropriate

common

again

of the argument from

consent, must necessarily be speculative.

Consider the opinions of

men

fires

elsewhere under the earth.

old times on the heavens

in

opposite of one

waters in some places the

When

ideas relating to such

men

proper)."

subjects were matters of opinion,

Mr. Herbert Spencer, under the inspiration of the two great
generalizations of our scientific era, the interconvertiblity of

regarding the heavens above as

and the evolution-hypothesis, has worked out with most
comprehensive grasp, profound penetration and exquisitely subtle
thought that great system of " Synthetic Philosophy," which we
Following with genuine philosophical zest
all so highly admire.
the monistic bent, he has also attempted to crown the whole majestic structure by an all-comprehensive outlook, showing how
the infinite variety of physical and mental phenomena forming
our manifest world all issue from one single absolute power.
According to this conception, all physical occurrences, as well as
all mental states, are but so many different modes of this one
Absolute. Edmund Montgomery, M. D., The Open Court, p. 10.
"The prime matter is to be laid down, joined with the primi-

deities or the special instruments of deity, appointed as

with the

first

principles of motion, as

For the abstraction of motion has also given
devices, concerning spirits
laid a sufficient

depended on
life)

ground

their

for

—

life

and the

like

rise to

— as

if

it

is

found.

innumerable

there were not

them through matter and form, but they

own elements.

But these three (matter, form and

are not to be separated, but only distinguished; and matter

to be treated

(whatever

appendages and form,
and natural motion
quence.

it

may

be) in regard to

its

is

adornment,

as that all kind of influence, essence, action

may

appear

to

be

Quoted from Francis Bacon by

its

emanation and conse-

II. G. Atkinson.

A priest made the remark that the Archbishop's suspension
of Dr. McGlynn had made suspension respectable, and that the
Pope's excommunication made excommunication ridiculous.
The Independent

Mr.

as illustrated

illustrated

above, the earth beneath, and the

tive form, as also

as

matters

by the argument from probabiliand again by facts, and more
especially in regard to opinions on moral, religious and spiritual
questions.
I must premise, however, that I am not able to recognize the precise force of Mr. Steven's exclusion of speculative
questions in religion; for whatever opinions men may hold on
such subjects as the immortal life and deity, which he includes as
of opinion, not

or, in the third place,

forces

LIFE,

orbs they saw

moving over

influence in various

all

practically agreed in

the temple of deity, and the

the heavens as either themselves

ways the fortunes of men.

powers

to

They regarded

the earth as the one fixed abode of

all God's creatures, except
such celestial intelligences and powers as had their home in
heaven, and such immaterial beings as existed in hades. And
recognizing the signs of intense heat beneath the earth's surface,
and the evidence in certain regions of sulphurous emanations

from below, they were
obvious

— to regard

ishment
by fire.

for the

Now

led

— universally

where such signs were

the region under the earth as a place of pun-

wicked, where their souls might be purified as

may be very aptly compared
now (as they entertained them
immortality of the soul. It may be

here are opinions which

with the opinions
also then)

men

entertain

respecting the

regarded as a merely accidental difference that observation and
experiment have enabled men to ascertain (which in old times

be impossible), the incorrectness of the commonly
hell, whereas in regard to
the immortality of the soul men have not obtained and never can
obtain any scientific information. Common opinion in each case

men deemed

to

accepted view about heaven, earth, and

was based originally on observed facts patent to all. We know
what those facts were in the case of heaven, earth and hades. In
the question of the immortality of the soul, we know also what
the facts were; and so far as these facts are concerned, science,
which does not express a definite opinion in regard to the question itself of the immortality of the soul, has very definitely shown
All men
that common consent was altogether mistaken.
agreed in regarding the breath as the spirit or soul of man,

—

THE OPEN COURT.
inasmuch that the very word "spirit" means simply " breath."
In Greek fneuma and psyche ("spirit" and "soul") alike
mean "air "or "breath;" in Latin spirit us and anima have
A writer in the Middle Ages employing, as
the same meaning.
was customary, the Latin language, had to use the same word for
the Holy Gho^t, for the spiritual part of man, and for rough or
smooth breathings; he could only differentiate by adjectives
between the spiritus sanctus, the spiritus asper, and the spiritus
/em's.
In Greek to give up the ghost (piieumn ap/iienni), like our
own "expiring," was to breath out lite, while one and the same
word, fneumatikos, served to signify " what relates to air or wind,"
" what is spiritual or ghostly," and " what refers to the third person of the Trinity." It was a natural mistake, and therefore a
matter on which common consent naturally went wrong, to
regard that invisible essence which seems to be breathed out and
in during life, and to pass away at death, as the spirit of man, the
true soul, which passes awav at death, into the ethereal realms
around and above us, remaining itself unchanged. Had any one
those old days,

in

when common consent regarded

the breath as

the soul, stated the actual facts as science has since explained

them
is

— had he told his

mistaken fellows that the breath drawn in
air, itself a mixture of gases of such and

simply a part of the

such properties; that a certain highly interesting process akin to
combustion takes place when the air has entered the lungs; and
that as a result of this process the breath expired is a gaseous
mixture of entirely different character from the gaseous mixture
inspired
he would have been regarded as striking a blow at all
the ideas men held most holy, as giving a material and most
irreligious interpretation of man's immortal part, his pneuina,

—

spiritus, or "

ghost."*

and reasoning, was the idea that the " shadow " is another self,
not spiritual like the breath, though immaterial, and not belonging
to the upper ethereal regions, but to the place of shades.
The
Greek skin, the Latin umbra, and ourow«i"shade"(asin Pope's "Forgive, blest shade, the tributary tear"), all attest the kindship,

which

and experiment had corrected such ideas,
men recognized between the shadow of a man during life and his
ghost in the "realm of shades." It might seem that science
need hardly have been called in to correct so obvious a mistake.
But common consent about such matters dates back from before
even the merest beginnings of science.
I touched in my former essay on the further series of mistakes by which common consent found in the phenomena of
before observation

trance,

ghost

catalepsy,

— the

in

etc.,

evidence that the

ethereal part of

part during

and return

life

man — could
after

spirit, soul,

shade, or

pass from the corporeal

other scenes;

visiting

while

dreams men not only recognized this power during life but
since they dreamed of the dead that the spirits of the

supposed
dead

—

—

could revisit

explained

show

the

the living.

Science

phenomena of dreams,

has certainly so

trance, catalepsy, as

far

to

they afford not a particle of evidence in favor of an

that

see that science has in reality had a great deal to say

on which common consent based
Not a shred of the old evidence or
reasons now remains. Even as to the doctrine itself,

about the reasons, at any
its

immortal

faith in

of those old

essential to the conception of

all

sidering,

renders the idea of a

conscious, remembering, and

rate,

life.

thinking

immortality, almost

inconceivable, science recognizes in every
exercise of these functions a certain amount of energy expended.

Even while
intervals

the

brain

is

in

is

full vigor,

of rest during which

taking the whole

its

it

powers

cannot work without
be recruited and

may

;

of man, the brain, like the rest of the bodv,
limited lo the exercise of a certain total amount of energy.
life

Now, to imagine immortal consciousness, everlasting memory,
and eternal reflection, is to imagine an infinite amount of
energy exerted by a being essentially finite in his powers as
observed during life, apart from the fact that the only organ bv

—

which, during

being was able to exert that kind of energy
has been destroyed before he began this infinite expenditure of
energy.
life,

this

Science shows her moderation and caution by refusing, even
all this evidence,
to assert what she has
not been able to prove, that immortality is absolutely impossible.
Science can, and does indeed, assert the doctrine of the resin

the presence of

urrection of the body to be wholly inconsistent with ascertained

and

facts

But whereas

possibilities.

common

confidently to assert the immortality of the

consent

is

ready

soul as certain

— as

something which may not only he known, but felt to be real
science, though knowing immortality to be almost certainly
impossible, yet refrains from asserting this impossibility, because
it has not been absolutely proved.
Now if we compare the docthus far dealt with by science, with the
men respecting earth, heaven and hell,

doctrine formerly held by

we

see that the resemblance

complete, up to the point where

is

high probability in favor of the accepted doctrines about the
earth give place to absolute demonstration. There is not, probably there never can be, absolute demonstration that immortal life is
impossible.

'

We may

agree with Mr. Stevens that the thoughts of
such demonstration is conceivable. But he goes on to sav that if
such demonstration were obtained and all men convinced, com-

mon

consent would be in favor of the doctrine of no immortality,
therefor*, if my reasoning about common consent is

which,

sound, must be untrue.

But the case of the earth, heaven, and

Common consent
with the heavens above and the fires of hell
beneath; and common consent was altogether mistaken. Does
hell, illustrates

the fallacy of this reasoning.

made

flat,

the earth

common

consent

now make

the earth a globe, surrounded

bv

star-strewn space, and inclosing an intensely heated nucleus? and

common

does

view

this

to

these things.

consent thus, according to

Common

be incorrect?

Common

opinion that the earth
established

that

common

my

consent

reasoning,

show

does neither of

consent has not formed and adopted the
is a globe, but has simply accepted the

reasoning by which the few

have

independent spiritual existence.

We

any immortality worth conhave all been shown to be functions of the brain,
depending not only on the brain's existence, but on its existence
in suitable condition for its special work.
Apart from this, which
are

trine of immortality, as

Equally natural, and equally to be corrected by observation
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who

observe, experiment, and reflect,

teaching as a demonstrated

fact.

The

go wrong in
matters of opinion, by no means implies that the average mind
cannot be convinced by facts and reasonings collected by minds
either above the average or specially devoted to particular
theory that

consent

is

absolutely certain to

researches.

considered independently of such

had

much

to say.

mistaken

ideas,

science has

Consciousness, memory, and reflection, which

* It may be remarked that though the word " ghost" was not derived from
" gas," the relationship between " ghost" and " gas" is none the less obviously
indicated by the circumstance that the word " gas" was derived from " ghost"

—or rather

—

Dutch equivalent, gecst by Van Helmont, in 1644. The
German geist, the Dutch gest, the Swedish gaxa, and our English "ghost"
"
are all akin to
yeast," and relate to fermentation, boiling, bubbling, the
from

its

emission of gaseous matter from within matter not gaseous.

Similar considerations apply to
Stevens.

It

is

certain

that the

the examples cited bv Mr.
average man bv no means

all

adopted honesty, truth, and independence, as things good in
themselves. It has been only in response to the teachings of the

few that right ideas have ever been adopted, in any large community of men, on these points. Even to this day independence
of thought, by which the

adopt their

own

more capable reasoners should form and

views, and the generality should accept teachings

THE OPEN COURT.
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which are clearly and convincingly presented to them, has not yet
been admitted to be good; in so much that even here in America
to say that a man is a freethinker implies censure, though no

man

can be called free

at all

who

is

not free in thought.

Gen-

agreement in such matters is only obtained when the average mind has been so far trained as (i) to recognize its natural
tendency to error, and (2) to be able to follow sound reasoning
though not able of itsell to form sound opinions.
eral

With regard
consent has gone

to the question of a

personal Deity,

common

wrong again and again; while again and again

advanced, has been able to point out the mistakes
underlying common opinion. Men personified as gods the powers

science, as

of nature

it

—wind,

rain, sun, storm, river, sea

—

that in any

all

way

independent will and power; next they raised
heavens and recognized personal will and power in
sun and moon, in planets and stars. And even when at last the
thought of one power at the back of all these was admitted,

seemed

to possess

their eyes to the

men

still

erred in picturing the personal qualities of that

among men

power after

judged to be noblest
and best the successful warrior, the monarch, the despot who
claimed and forced sacrifices from the people. As men advanced,
their ideas of the personality of God improved correspondingly.
But we may be sure that common consent has all along been
such examples

as they mistakenly

—

wrong, and

is

wrong

personality of Deity

still,
;

in

since

forming anthropomorphic ideas of the
it

thus pictures that personality after

models necessarily imperfect. The idea of science, which has
always been the idea of the few more thoughtful men the
that the personIsaiahs, the Pauls, the Darwins, the Spencers
ality of Deity must be something beyond all human powers of
conception, is practically proved by the common consent ot

—

—

average minds

in the

contrary ideas to be the only true doctrine

Richard A. Proctor.

in this matter.

The speakers, in addition to Professor Davidson, were Mr.
Edwin D. Mead, Dr. Fillmore Moore and Mrs. Helen Campbell.
The first six evening lectures were given to the Greek drama, the
remainder to Greek art, profusely illustrated with the stereopticon,
by Mr. Davidson, whose enthusiasm for all things Grecian
waxed high during a long residence in that land to whose

If

Boston has

its

Concord, so also has

New York

its

Orange.

Cloud to the
latter, an unobtrusive building in a little hamlet on the summit
of Orange mountain, 600 feet above the sea-level and fourteen
miles from the great city.
Orange itself, consisting of a chain of beautiful suburban villages climbing a winding valley and a picturesque mountain guarding it upon the west, rightfully regards this mountain top as the

What

the Hillside Chapel

choicest

gem

in all its

is

to the former,

emerald

setting.

St.

is

From

its

summit can be

seen a wondrous picture of thriving towns, isolated farm-houses

and growing cities, set in the midst of billowy verdure, till, in the
hazy distance, New York hangs upon the horizon like a city of
a dream.
At St. Cloud was lately held a course of lectures called the
Summer School of Philosophy, under the direction of Mr.
Thomas Davidson, so favorably known to the general public, as
well as to the readers of

The Open Court

as

a philologist

Mr. Davidson says, as " a preparation for the lectures of the Concord School of Philosophy,
and partly as a supplement to them," these lectures were
given, and with great success. There were students from St.
Louis, from the South and from various portions of New
England, and the request is unanimous for a repetition of the
and philosopher.

" Partly," as

course next year.

given on various phases of Aristhought, beginning with a paper by Mr. Davidson on

Fourteen
totle's

lectures were

Greek Philosophy up

These day lectures
to Aristotle's time.
were devoted to " Practical Philosophy " and a corresponding
number of evening lectures to Aristotle's Esthetic Philosophy,
the whole giving a very complete and logical introduction to
Greek thought in its highest aspects.

much.

use only in a modified form in the evening dress, but that

we

could have fashions adapted to modern needs and

all

the requirements of ease, grace and beauty.

"

still

meet

The key-note

of

Greek dress was liberty, of ours, slavery," she said, " and we
must be emancipated." When shall that time come? All hail
to any school of philosophy which shall help the leaders of
thought to devise and introduce to favorable notice a style of
clothing that shall, at least, have the negative value of ceasing to
restrict those functions that give free

those

play,

when unimpeded,

to

much on

noble powers of the mind which depend so

healthful vehicles of expression.

Taking these two summer schools at Concord and St. Cloud,
modern students have little excuse for ignorance concerning the
character and teachings of that philosopher who, more than two
thousand years ago, determined to comprehend and explain all
phenomena. In fact with a positiveness amounting to dogmatism

Aristotle

declared that

absolutely infallible.

spirit is

and discovery, the

field is

phenomena

study of

is

the

perception of truth by the

As through

observation

scientific

constantly enlarging, the need of the

daily

growing more imperative.

that such schools of philosophy are necessary, even

still

but what the
so,

present?

school began doing

first

It

follows

as Carlyle

if,

says, " all that a university or final highest school can

do for

— teach us

us, is

to read."

not the final school apply the philosophy of the

will

what

past to explain

July, 1S87.

so

In Mrs. Campbell's lecture on the " Hygienic Advantages of
the Greek Dress," that essayist took the ground that it is now in

Even
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we owe

thinkers

One

is

read in the multiform

phenomena of

of our best teachers has wisely said:

"The

the

over

me and unlocks new magazines of power and
enjoyment every day. I will not meanly decline the immensity
of good, because I have heard that it has come to others in
soul nourishes

another shape."

There are new

social schools as well as schools of philosophy,

The Nineteenth Century Club, of New
York, is one. Projected by Courtlandt Palmer, and made a success by the help of such brilliant society leaders as Allan Thorndike Rice, of the North American Review, and Mrs. John S.
Sherwood, it embraces in its membership those who try to soften
intellectual tastes by the elegance of fashionable associations, or
who aspire to lift fashion into the atmosphere of literature.
During three winters the monthly meetings of this club,
held in the noble rooms of the American Art Association, have
been filled to overflowing by members and guests to listen to
papers read by eminent men, upon social and literary topics pertinent to the times. These essays have been followed by discussions, frequently of great originality and force, which have held
the audience until well nigh midnight. They have been inevitheld under other names.

ably liberalizing in

their tendency, although, of course, creeds

have not been directly considered.
The Nineteenth Century Club
first

large association in the city in

is

remarkable

for

being the

which men and women meet

The President, Courtlandt Palmer, welland progressive views, from its first inception cherished the idea of an association, which, embracing both
sexes, might become a social and intellectual power in a city that
stands in need of the combined efforts of its foremost thinkers.
The social masculine club, it is well-known, is subversive to
morals as to domesticity this obviates all such objections while
affording many incentives to the average attendant.
on the same

known

for his

footing.

liberal

;

:

THE OPEN COURT.
is

The membership
now proposed to

This

has been confined to 150 persons.

it

double, and also to secure a building to

grouping and passes from automatism to automatism,
tion, as all things pass from the indefinite through

be transformed into a well-appointed club house, with a restaurant, library and parlors, as well as a large hall for stated meetings.

of physical forces

Women

tricity

upon the board of managers and have proved

are

enlarging.

is

The

President,

M.

mould and keeps abreast

is

made

in

large

a

of the best things, of the age.

In a late journey through the western portion of New England,
have everywhere had evidence of the need which country places
have of the help that city prisoners of poverty can and ought to
These 200,000 working women ought to be scattered over
afford.
farms and hamlets, east and west, until, by the very scarcity of
I

in this great city

merged, each

toiler shall

The end

of consciousness

where the weak are inevitably sub-

command

a fair living price.

The

of the former

end

to

in the latter,

upon

it.

6.

Consciousness

is

evidentin existence, as any other prop-

erty of matter, and as resistance
7.

Will

S.

has read

entertains a high regard for

Professor Cope's genius and personal friendship, begs leave to

summary,

as given

on page 361 of

this

magazine
1.
Tridimensional matter and its properties maybe all that
our senses can realize, but it does not follow that nothing exists
but matter and motion. At one time the sphericity of the earth
was incomprehensible. Newtonian laws enabled the idea to be
grasped. Similarly we cannot predict the impossibility of a
fourth dimension, or that radical changes in human conception of
things

may

not occur, based upon some great (but

now

incon-

Spencer disposes of all this in the present
impossibility of understanding ultimates.
The properties of matter may as well be stated to be
2.
energy (motion), of which consciousness is a mode, instead of
energy and consciousness.
ceivable) discovery.

3-

Since

all

sciousness (as a

matter has extension and residence

mode

how can

con-

of motion, or not) be denied as a property

of universal matter?
4.

As

and

The

parent substance of protoplasm consists of molecules

whether these constitute

in

The

all there

Hence

the

mind in a primitive substance
chemist to be unnecessary and
pananimistic, which, with an anthropomorphic twist, becomes
pantheistic; all of these conceptions being more sentimental than
reasonable, and as incapable of proof as their denial.
So the
9.

probability of a primitive

would appear

to the physiological

Supreme Being is neither probable nor improbable.
Since will controls the movements and organization of

existence of a
10.

movements and organization of matter

than the earth

may

or

may

human

controls

consciousness in other worlds

not be possible.
S.

V. Clevexger.

THE SEYBERT COMMISSION REPORT.
To

the Editors:

The preliminary
tigating

modern

Barre, Mass.
Commission for invesand deserves more than

report of the Seybert

spiritualism

is

just out,

a passing notice from the pen of the reviewer.

This Commission has so well done
it

its work, even in its prewould seem as if an unprejudiced person
book to be convinced that all the so-called

need only to read this
spirit manifestations can be produced by individuals now living,
and, therefore, in every case where a spirit claim is made, the right

the Editors:

the Professor's

disappears.

protoplasm no one can affirm or deny, as yet.
entire matter is argued from conjecture.
is

con-

THE COPE-MONTGOMERY CONTROVERSY.

criticise

it

egg, exclusively.

liminary report, that

who

less

can no more be said to precede or cause development than we
can say the egg precedes the chicken, or the chicken precedes the

matter, and the

who

becomes

a product of pre-existing conditions of matter,

is

the will, the persistence of

In re the Cope-Montgomery controversy one

less friction

through the law of least
Will only apparently antagonizes mechanical automatism as the upward rush of the fountain only apparently antagonizes gravitation, while depending
is

would feel the vivifying influence of the equalized circulation,
and overworked wives and mothers in country homes would enter
upon healthier and happier lives.
Meantime the working-women troop by, morning and evenInstead
ing, pale, sad, attenuated shadows of the ideal woman.
of sending large sums to foreign missions, who will do the
greatest of all missionary work in one or all of our foremost
Who will establish bureaus in which to train 200,000
cities?
workers for those homes where they are needed and which they
Hester M. Poole.
need.

Herbert Spencer's works, and

automatism just as

resistence, that operates universally.

gestion of the great social center thus relieved, the extremities

To

is

evidentin the more complete adaptation of means to ends. Automatism often serves better ends than consciousness, the tendency

subject to physical forces, and

Louise Thomas,

woman's labor

can only be excluded from the list
by the same reasoning that would bar out elec-

is

an

inspiration to liberal thought.

definite to

or heat.

5.

goes without saying that such a society

It

extinc-

its

indefinite again, consciousness

efficient in business as in discussions.

That women are growing large and broad enough for assoThis club, excluciated labor has been amply proved in Sorosis.
sively for one sex, is an educator for those associations in which
both shall one day work harmoniously. It has done some excellent work during the past year, and shows a deeper interest than
ever before in questions of profound import. Divided into committees, each group studies and works in its own line, either of
literature, art, education, philanthropy, house and home, music
or science. The fruitage of these committees is brought into the
monthly social meeting, and essays are followed by extemporaneous discussions and sometimes by plans of labor which branch
out in various directions and take years in which to mature. To
the earnest and thoughtful, Sorosis is refreshing, stimulating and
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consciousness gradually arises from certain molecular

demand the strictest test conditions should be maintained by
every investigator, or else unfairness be conceded on the part of
to

the

medium.

Who can

doubt, after reading this report, that these ten

Com-

missioners would have been deceived by Slade, as was Professor

Zoellner and his four colleagues, had they been equally satisfied

without any knowledge of jugglery to take everything that passed
before their eyes above board as fact, to the exclusion of

peering beneath

all

their

and there discovering the
process by which Slade performed his wonderful feats.
The exposure of Slade is not unlike that by Mr. John W.
Truesdell, of Syracuse, in Bottom Eacts.
But the Commission
has done other similar good work in showing the method by
which the " sealed letters" are opened and read, materialization is
effected, even when the spirit apparently rises through the floor
in the presence of numerous spectators, and the various other
frauds imposed upon a too credulous public.
But I will not detain the readers of The Open Court with
my remarks, but refer them directly to the book itself, only premising that if they will read it carefully and without prejudice,
the board

(table)

they will arrive at the conclusion that the believers in spiritualism,
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who have been

converted

to

by any

theories

its

mediums exposed by this Commission
have been most egregiously humbugged.

the

of

will feel that they

so-called

In the case of Mrs. S. E. Patterson, Dr. Knerr, a member of the
in a pocket mirror, adjusted for the purpose,

Commission, saw her
for the

and do

third tunc open the slates, read the question,

writing that she avowed was performed by spirits.
Dr. Furness, another member of the Commission,

who

the

sent

questions in sealed envelopes to four of the most noted " sealed"In every instance the
letter" writers in the country, reports:

envelopes had been opened and reclosed it is, therefore, scarcely
necessary to add that every instance bore the stamp of fraud."
And thus it went on with nearly all the mediums; those who

COURT.

who

in actual fraud,

were

inferrentially duplicating

as spirit work, while

none gave

entire satis-

perform the Episcopal marriage service when

to

it,

or those other objectionable

words which require a woman to serve and obey. To love and
honor is all a woman can promise and retain her dignity and
independence, and she certainly owes no thanks to a church
which holds to a service which degrades her to a position of servitude.
The moral influence of such a service is unqualifiedly
bad, and when the Episcopal church starts out to revise its
prayer-book, the marriage service should be stripped of

bar-

its

barisms as unworthy of the day and generation.

The

;

were not detected
what they claimed

decline

requested to omit that portion of

woman

position unless

make her

To

"his widow" came from

expression

had no resort

for

when

time

the

support save marriage; no chance for

came through her husband; no opportunity

it

to

place in the world except as his wife or his widow.

when woman

the times

could never be in the nominative case,

faction.

but always

The famous Slade-Zoellner investigation, the accounts of
which have made so many converts in this country, was com-

noun.

When

a married

pletely

exploded by Professor Fullerton, the Secretary of the
Commission, who, in his visit to Germany in 1886, held long con-

somewhat

as follows:

ferences with the three surviving colleagues of Professor Zoellner,

Died, Mary L. wife of James Andrews.
Sometimes she has the good fortune to die in her residence or her
home, or the homestead, but occasionally, even now, she, poor, pen-

by which he was able to ascertain that these " scientific men"
were in no condition to arrive at a correct conclusion in reference
to the subject that they had professed to investigate.
"In conclusion," the Commission reports, " we beg to express
our regret that thus far we have not been cheered in our investi-

niless,

a

woman

to be

called

hers.

She

often,

widower.

Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania] to continue them, with
what thoroughness our future opportunities may allow, and with

more than widower in the other?

and honestly open, as heretofore, to conviction."
trust this investigation will go on until such scathing
I
exposures are made, that not one solitary trickster can be found
who will ply his or her infamous trade under the delusive appelElla E. Gibson.
lation, "Spiritual Medium."

HIS

WIDOW.

Expressions that were introduced into a language and generaccepted when a certain condition of morals or manners

rendered them true, are retained

which
is

they

especially

formerly applied
true

when
has

the condition of affairs to

altogether

of those expressions

which

changed.
pertain

This

to

the

Among these terms is the
one which yet remains in common acceptation, " his
widow." The words husband and wife have sacred, tender associations to those who are bound by the ties of love in faithful
union.
My husband or my wife does not suggest an offensive
ownership, and there is equality in it.
When a man dies his wife is called by the language of the
law, and by all who have not positive objections to the expression,
"his widow." On the other hand, when a woman dies no one
ever hears of her widower. There is no good reason why the
term should be used in one case rather then in the other. It but
serves as a reminder of the days when a man held absolute rule
over his wife; of the time when she was virtually his while they
both lived, and after he passed into the realm of shadows he still
clenched his ghostly fingers in a firm grip of ownership, which is
only lelinquished in case a transfer is made by a male relative of
lormer degraded position of women.

distasteful

the

woman

to

a

more

substantial individual

who

is

yet

in

the

given away as the church puts it, for according to the
marriage service of this institution a woman must exchange
hands in form of gift from one man to another. In early times
it was
not always a gift, but a price was required by the legal
flesh;

owner
I

as in

exchange of property of any other kind.
even in this day of enlightenment

know clergymen

first,

Now why

made

should widow be used in one case
And why should a woman who

bereaved of her husband be constantly reminded of

it by being
This ownership does not cease with her life, but on her tombstone will be
placed an inscription similar to that prepared by the famous
Widow Bedott, and the " late relict o' Hezekiah" is fortunate if

is

called his

widow, or

still

Widow Andrews?

worse

she does not sleep in a row of " tandem wives,"

The number

of these

one sees

in

owned by

all

the

passing through a

cemetery suggests the idea of possession has not yet been

the Editors:

ally

die

wife but a widow.

same man.
To

is

There is no word said about leaving
however, leaves a husband; but should
it would be mentioned that he left not a

James Andrews

as sincerely

announcement

at the residence of her husband;
than the infirmary, but yet not enough her

sure,

gations by the discovery of one single novel fact; but undeterred
by this discouragement, we trust, with your permission, [the

minds

the

dies,

homeless creature dies

better, to be

own

the possessive referring to a masculine proper

in

rele-

gated to the barbarians of early history. The cultivated classes of
people, however, are commencing to avoid this senseless way of

marking the

resting-places

last

individuality of their

of

own names,

women, and give them

the

indicating that they were of

importance to be remembered for what they were
themselves and not because they were the wives of men. The
man has his name without mentioning whether he was a
husband or widower; although he may have been tenderly loved
sufficient

by a devoted

wife,

it is

not in good taste to state the fact upon his

tombstone.
the day soon come when wife-stones and widow-stones
disappear from our places of burial, and " his widow"

May
shall

become an obsolete expression.

C.

McEveriiard.

"THE INSTITUTIONAL ORDER."
To

the Editors:
I

observe in your issue of the 7th

" Failure of the

Radical Method."

inst.

It strikes

an

article

me

on the

the article

is

misleading, and calculated to do harm.
First, it is not correct to confound the " Radical Method"
with the " Free Religious Association," of Boston, as represent-

ing " the dregs of the great reform era of
the Association
ical ideas.

The

New

England," though

may have been

organized to give utterance to rad-

article allows

that the Association has had and

work

for twenty years, as "a critical
judgment," "a voice in the wilderness," without aiming to be
"an element of organized life in the community."
I had supposed that the leaders and co-workers in the Free
Religious Association were positive men and women and

has done

its

particular

—
1

THE OPEN COURT.
BOOK REVIEWS.

forerunners in the great change which has come, rather than the
In so far as they worked on the radical

dregs of anv period.

method
Is

work has been

their

far

from

is

which

a failure

not

is

according to " the institutional order," and that henceforth positive, radical thought must be discharged, unpopular utterances
withheld, and

all

of us must

fall

into line with the current "conto be the implication, as

This seems

servative religious life?"

"It would appear that even the

the closing sentence reads:

come-outers from organized religion are compelled
lines

to

into

fall

of sympathy and union with the institutional order from

which they have heretofore most vigorously dissented."
Is success to be found only in, and measured by,
Is this so?
popular credulity? That every great movement of thought does
not pass into organized form, does not gather around

and numerous
tional sense,

sect,

does not become established

Such men

not surprising.

is

and Spencer do not work
direct thought,

and

this

is

up

to build

as

it

a strong

the institu-

in

Darwin and Huxley

sects,

but to modify and

what the Free Religious Association

has done.

The

institutional order, or

phase of

method,

worship as a

faith or

some

to establish

is

finality,

By Pundita Ramabai Saraswith introduction by Rachel S. Bodley, A. M., M. D.,
Dean of Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania. Phila-

The High-Caste Hindu Woman.

a failure.

intended to say that everything

it
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and an essential

special
to save

vati,

delphia, 18S7, pp. 133.

Nothing marks more clearly the increase of communication
between the peoples of the earth widely separated in distance
and the great enlargement of liberality of thought and feeling,
than the publication of such a book as this. It is an appeal to

—

to help her women to educanot the missionary cry that here are

Americans from the heart of India
and emancipation.

tion

It is

souls perishing eternally without the
are not asked to convert

them

to

knowledge of

We

Christ.

our religion, but simply to help

them to rise above a condition of degradation and slavery which
makes this life intolerable.
The author of this book, Pundita Ramabai, has been in this
country for over a year and
Boston,

New York

is

well-known

and especially

in

to

many

Philadelphia.

persons in

She

is

quiet

appearance, but dignified and self-reliant, and she
attracts confidence by the simplicity of her manners and the
moderation and earnestness of her speech.
Her own history is a remarkable one, for she is one of the

and modest

in

accepts traditions and established rules only as they are verified

very few native Hindu women who has had opportunity for good
education and also a wide knowledge of her own people. Her
father was an educated and progressive man, who was strongly
impressed with a desire that his wife should be educated like the
wife of the reigning Peshwa, whose learning excited his admira-

and shown to be true by experience, and

tion.

men from some

calamity.

The

radical

method, aiming

mote growth and progress by thinking, does not
in

let

to pro-

society rest

any half-truths or wrong theories, or imperfect conditions.

forward to riper, richer harvests.

It

calls

on the world

It

to

go

arouses individual capacity

and a sense of power and responsibility, which the anathema
of no pope, priest or synod can put to rest.
I do not understand that the Free Religious Association ever
was a moral reform movement or intended to be such. If it sees
fit to disband, which it has a right to do, its members will not in
consequence fall into the hands of the grasping, selfish, proselyting orders of any name.
The cause of radical thought and enlightenment will not go
backward. None of us can live and work alway but others will
take up and carry forward the torch of truth even to the destruction of the firmest instituted, the finest and most massive pillars
Institutions decay.
of antiquated superstitions.
Only humanity
and truth survive.
A. N. Adams.
;

CHARACTER.
The

following

It is a

erate, not

is

who is a firm theist:
man should respect, love and

from a friend

good character that
This regard

power.

to character

human mind

low creatures, and no reason exists
it

ven-

the principle that

our relations with our felshould set aside the
to the character of any mind and power in the

guides the intelligent
application of

is

in

why we

God by

his deeds and general
and vicious, as the best
human judgment sometimes decides the moral character of a
man to be, then the dignity of an intelligent and honest man
justifies him in withholding from such a God all respect, esteem,
or worship; for a God, like a man, should be- judged of by his
deeds. The fact of such a God having power, like a human tyrant,
to crush us if we displease him, is no reason why man with his
intelligence, free will, dignity and courage, should crouch in fear
and pretend to love, worship and adore him.
Let our honest and earnest Christian friends see to it that the
character of the God they idealize and call upon us to venerate,
love and worship, has the ring in it of the true metal.
Is it
power they worship or is it character?
James Eddy.

universe.

If the character of a

activities is

known

to be unreasonable

wife had no desire to be instructed and the exShe died early, however, and the widower not
forgetting his purpose, married a young girl of nine years and
But the objections against his plan were
carefully educated her.
so strong that he was obliged to retreat to the jungle to form a
peaceful home. The young wife Lakshimbai " grew in stature

But the

periment

first

failed.

and knowledge," and the father devoted himself to the education
of his children, and also received other students, who were attracted
to the mountains by his reputation for sanctity and learning.
Ramabai was too young to profit much by her father's instructions before his death, but her mother continued the good work,
and it is to her that she dedicates her book as " the light and

—

guide of

The

my

life."

family history

is

interesting and

affecting,

for

they

poverty and were wanderers without a home.
After her parents' death Ramabai traveled through India with
her brother and thus obtained a wide knowledge of her own land
struggled with

and the condition of her countrywomen.
She was fortunate in remaining single until the age of sixteen, when she married a Bengali gentleman, a graduate of the
Calcutta University. "Afier nineteen months of happy married
A few
died of cholera.
life," she says: " My dear husband

months before

a

little

daughter was born and named

Manorama "

(heart's joy).

What wonder

that this

woman

so prepared for her mission by

own experience,
own sex, and especially to
most wretched class of women — the widows of

early training and by the joy and sorrow of her

devotes herself to the elevation of her
the relief of that

the high-caste families of India.

She recognizes

all

that has been

by the English government and by Christian
missionaries, but neither of these agencies can overcome the barriers placed around the Hindu widow by the religion and customs
the country. She believes that the only teachers who can really

done

for education

enter the zenanas and instruct the children, are those of their

own

and in the widows, often young girls
who have known nothing of marriage but the name and the restrictions on their liberty, she finds a class to whom this occupation would be the greatest of blessings, and who can give to it the

nation, religion and caste;
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time for thorough preparation. Her plan is, therefore, to establish a Normal School, where such women can receive a thorough
training for teaching.
They must be supported during the years
thus spent in preparation, for the Hindu widow inherits no property from either father or husband. The details of her plan are
given in this book, from the sale of which she hopes to receive
help toward the establishment of her school.
committee
has already been formed in Boston to assist her in her work, and

A

we

confidently believe that she will take a new step in the education of women in India, which will do very much toward breaking the yoke which the laws of Men v have bound upon the necks

of this unfortunate portion of the

Ramabai

human

race.

Christian— having, as she says, in England,
"gradually learned to feel the truth of Christianity and to see that
it is a philosophy, teaching truths higher than
I had ever known
in all our systems."
She does not appear to accept it however, in
any narrow spirit, and she wishes carefully to guard her institution from any theological basis, she will not enjoin the reading of
the

is

a

Bible— or attempt

make her

to

Her

pupils Christians.

effort

will be to enlighten their

minds and lead them to think upon all
subjects important to their present welfare and improvement.
Her book is written with great simplicity and will carry conviction to many minds.
One or two critics have doubted the existence of the evils to which she refers and have declared that she
speaks of things which existed fifty years ago— but which English
authority has put an end to. A careful reading of her book will
show her acquaintance with all that has been done, both by the
English government and English philanthropists, and also by
that noble band of native reformers, the Brahmo Somaj, but these
have only awakened the perception of the need of reform, and the
desire to enforce
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extract fun out of even dolorous situations, as, for instance, in the
chapter entitled "
Raid on Canada," which describes a night's

A

encampment on

women

all

the testimony

we have been

able to

gather from other sources, she understates rather than exaggerates the evils she proposes to remedy.
Besides the interest in her

own

introduction a brief notice of the

who was

well

graduated
the

at

known

to

many

life

life

here as

and work, we

find in the

Amandibai Joshee,
the voung physician who

of Dr.

Philadelphia, and went afterward as an interne to

New

England Hospital in Boston. Her life, which promised
and encouragement, was closed by death very
soon after her return home. Those who knew her here will be
glad to possess the fine photograph of her which accompanies the
book, as well as a similar one of Ramabai.
The introduction is by the well-known Dean of the Women's
Medical College in Philadelphia, who has had ample opportunity
to know these two remarkable women
and whose testimony is
of the greatest value, from her high reputation.
There is occasionally a flavor of orthodoxy which does not seem quite in keeping with the subject, but the Dean's action has been so broad and
liberal that we will not find fault with what is probably a customary form of speech which does not bear the force to her mind that
it does to those who are accustomed to a more radical method
of
so

much

of help

—

thought.

We commend
it

into

this

book

heartily

and have hastened

The Open Court, where we

feel

sure

it

candid reception and a just verdict.

The Shaybacks

ious night:

to

bring

meet
E. D. C.

will

"Within twenty-four hours what had been accomhad wrested an uninhabited island from the domin-

We had established law and order; instigovernment; introduced the Christian religion;
reorganized society on a cooperative basis; effected a reform in
labor; secured the rights of woman; founded a free public library
of a dozen volumes and opened a school of practical philosophy.
And now," said Mr. Shayback, "all that remains to be done, with
this island is to abandon it as soon as possible."
And so, in seventeen charming chapters of delightful description of idyllic camp
life the Shayback couple (who seem to be thoroughly one), make
us stay-at-homes homesick with longing to "go and do likewise,"
yet an undercurrent of feeling warns us that we are perhaps, lacking in the right sort of spirit which would enable us to accept
with equanimity all the ups and downs experienced by the happy
Shayback campers. Most of the ten seasons of camping were
passed on the shores of Lake Memphramagog, in Vermont, but
the scene is varied by glimpses of peaceful military (or militia)
camp life near Boston; in Maine woods and in missionary life in
The latter chapter is one of Mrs. Barrows' three special
India.
contributions to the book, and one which makes us feel as Mr.
Barrows premises we should regret "that Mrs. Barrows' name
ion of

own

its

solitude.

tuted republican

—

not attached to a larger number of these sketches." We advise
all next year's campers to take the Shaybacks in Camp along with
is

them

for profitable advice as well as pleasureable

amusement.

Among
August

many attractions of the Century magazine for
midsummer holiday number) we have only space

the

(the

Brander Matthews paper on "The Songs of the War,"
which includes authentic accounts of the origin of the most notable of the songs, with autographs, in whole or in part, of RanMrs. Howe's "Battle Hymn of the
dall's "My Maryland,"
Republic," and Mr. Gibbon's "Three Hundred Thousand More;"
altogether a most readable paper apart from its relation to the
to note

war.

To

this

Mrs.

Howe

in

Camp: Ten Summers Under Canvas. By
Boston and New305.

adds an account of the circumstances

hymn; Edward Atkinson's discusHigh Wages, Small Profits What Makes
Them;" Gen. Greely's description of an episode of the Lady
Franklin Bay Expedition, under the title of "Our Kivigtok," a
attending the writing of her
sion of

"Low

—

Prices,

kivigtok being, in the language of the explorer, a

man who

has

amid nature's surroundings has acquired a gift of clairvoyance; and a short paper by
William Earl Hidden, entitled "Is it a Piece of a Comet?" A
fled

mankind and through

fine portrait of Julia

a solitary

Ward Howe

is

life

the frontispiece of this

num-

and other portraits are those of John Brown (whose grave at
North Elba is also pictured), Caleb Cushing, William L. Yancey,
Generals Schofield, A.J. Smith, J. I). Cox, James H. Wilson and
Emerson Opdycke of the Union army, and Generals Hood,
Forrest, Stephen D. Lee, Cheatham and Cleburne of the Con-

ber,

federates.

a

Price $1.00.

handsome volume were a veritable romance instead of
realistic record that it is, it would still be a delightful vacation
If this

the

Cana-

We

plished?

The Chicago Law
Catherine V. Waite, in

Samuel J. Barrows and Isabel C. Barrows.
York Houghton, Mifflin ..V Co, 1S87; pp.
:

island in

little

in individual

From

of India.

and unpleasant

dian waters, which they were glad to leave after one night's stay;
but this is the way the Shaybacks viewed it after a sleepless, anx-

minds; she points out the way to
carry it into the home, the very citadel of the old religion and customs, and there to make education effective for the welfare of the
it

a deserted

book from the cheerful, easy-going, optimistic spirit of its authors
who seemingly know "how to make the best" of things, and to

its

Times, the
last issue

legal quarterly, edited

by

dated July, 18S7, has a very

and cogent article anent Woman Suffrage,
a Right of Citzenship," written by Judge
Waite, the husband of the editress. A finely engraved portrait of
"John Jay, first Chief-Justice of the United States," accompanies
the article by this title; Melville W. Fuller, William Brackett
and other writers, make this third number of the Law Times especarefully prepared
entitled

" Suffrage

cially interesting.

